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News
f ‘Teach for America, ’ College Beat i
Recruits Teachers Williams Hosts AIDS
by Fawn Johnson
Saturday, Feb. 10 is Teach for Amer¬
ica Day at Bates. Pete Light ’92 orga¬
nized this event that will bring a group
of fifth graders from the Great Fall
School in Auburn to campus to partici¬
pate in a series of fun and educational
activities. Bates students will act as these
children’s teachers for the day.
The planned exercises include work¬
shops in creative writing, science, envi¬
ronmental studies, drug awareness, for¬
eign languages, sports, and communi¬
cations. The teachers plan to have the

“They are looking for
smart, dedicated people
who are willing to go where
there are profound teach¬
ing shortages.”—Adrienne
Ehlert__
children produce a book as a group, ex¬
periment with recycling paper, and tour
the college radio station, WRBC. The
children will also make their appearance
in Commons for lunch.
The new Teach for America program
that will begin its operations this year in¬
spired this program. Teach for America
works as a nation-wide teaching organi¬
zation similar to the Peace Corps in its
use of active recruitment, short term
time commitment, and placement and
support mechanisms for individuals who
would not otherwise consider teaching.
The program recruits non-education
majors at 100 colleges and universities in
the U.S. this spring. Candidates selected
to participate in the program will spend
one month this summer in an intensive
training institute designed to prepare
them for cross cultural differences and
for teaching in general.
They then will commit to a two year
contract teaching in an elementary or
secondary school in a lower class rural or

urban area. The program allows for the
waiving of teaching credits for partici¬
pants during the time period of the con¬
tract.
The program attempts to interest col¬
lege graduates in teaching, especially
those who may not have considered
teaching as an option before. It also
strives at solving the massive problems
of lower class education in America. Ad¬
rienne. Ehlert ’90 explained Teach for
America’s selection system: “They are
looking for smart, dedicated people who
are willing to go where there are pro¬
found teaching shortages.”
This year Teach for America will send
its selected candidates into their areas of
assignment for the first time. A number
of corporations in the United States pro¬
vided the initial funding for the pro¬
gram. I he impetus for the program lies
in a senior thesis by a student from
Princeton University, proposing that a
Peace Corps modeled organization
might help solve the problems of educa¬
tion in America.
Teach for America is accepting appli-

The teachers plan to have
the children produce a
book as a group, experi¬
ment with recycling paper,
and tour the college radio
station, WRBC.
cations for positions in its program now.
The corps will range from 250 to 500
members in this initial year. Ehlert com¬
mented, “It’s like being on the ground
floor of the Peace Corps.”
The organizers of Saturday’s activit¬
ies hope that Teach for America day will
arouse more interest at Bates in the
Teach for America program as well as
teaching in general. Light hopes to have
another Teach for America Day during
Short Term. □

Club Bulletin Board
by Michael Lieber

Friday

Monday

6:30 p.m. B. C. T. V.—News, Sports,
Arts and more are featured on Bates’
own television show. Channel 4.
7:00 p .m. Film: Diner—Sponsored by
the Filmboard. Saturday and Sunday
nights showings also. $1 admission. Filene Room.
8:30 p.m. Contradance—A fiddler and pi¬
anist team offer a night of circle dances,
polkas, and more. Free for Bates Stu¬
dents. $2 for faculty, staff, and senior
citizens. $3 for all others. Chase Hall
Lounge.

8:00 p.m. Humor in Politics—Come see
Danny DeVito, Chevy Chase, and Dan
Aykroyd in some of the funniest political
sketches ever. Also see the all-time fun¬
niest political conmmercials from the
past 30 years presented by Dr. Frank I.
Luntz of the American University.
Sponsored by The Politics Club and The
Bates College Republicans. Free. 204
Carnegie.

Sunday

Tuesday

8:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Search and Rescue
Training Session—This new organization
will meet at the Outing Club E-Room to
go to Durham, ME (20 minutes away)
for the first training session. They will
supply breakfast and lunch. Trainees
should bring a compass if they have one.
Cbntact Lane Bourn (782-7124) for fur¬
ther information.

5:00 - 7:00 p.m. Hunger Awareness Din¬
ner—Chapel Board hosts a meal reflect¬
ing world distribution of food. Students
will get'3rd world food, 2nd world food,
or first world food determined by a lot¬
tery system based on actual global pro¬
portions. Take action and learn about
world hunger by signing up this week¬
end to participate.
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Panel

by Kristen Pierce

Williams College
Williams College recently held a dis¬
cussion panel to discuss the problems of
AIDS. Several people sat on the panel,
including doctors, clergymen, and a
mother whose son died of AIDS last
year.
The topics discussed included the
changing demographics of AIDS vic¬
tims. Formerly, the disease mainly af¬
flicted gay men. Now, however, a more
diverse group of people get AIDS, and
the average age of victims has shifted
from people in their thirties to students
in their twenties.
This represents an alarming change
because the seven to ten year incubation
of the virus, indicating that most of the
victims got the disease during the college
age years. According to one of the panel¬
ists, Dr. Noel Blagg, an infectious dis¬
ease specialist, one out of every 500 stu¬
dents carries the AIDS virus.

Dartmouth College
After Christmas break, Dartmouth
students returned to campus to find that
the school had removed most of the pay
phones in the dormitories. According to
the Dartmouth Fortnightly New England
telephone suggested that the college take
out the phones because of declining rev¬
enues. Last October, the school spent
$850 on the pay phones, but they only
generated $25 worth of revenue.

The Office of Residential Life decided
to remove all but the first floor pay
phones. They said that most students
have private telephones in their rooms
and did not use the phones in the hall¬
ways.
Another reason for the removal of the
phones that the school received pressure
from the local Fire Department. Many
of the phone booths blocked exits,
thereby violating safety codes.

Bowdoin College
Bowdoin College’s early admissions
applicants declined from last year, the
Bowdoin Orient reports. For the class of
1993, 455 students applied early deci¬
sion, but only 154 were accepted. This
year Bodoin accepted approximately the
same number of students, 150, but only
369 students applied for early decision.
Of those accepted, 92.7% of the stu¬
dents are non-minority students. Of the
7.3 percent remaining, two percent were
black, two percent asian, and three point
three percent hispanic.
The school accepted approximately
the same number of men and women for
early decision. Bowdoin accepted 68 of
176 male applicants, and 82 of 193 fe¬
male applicants. Sixty-one percent of the
students accepted for early decision
came from public schools while 39%
came from private schools. □

RA Discusses Dorm Damage
by Alexander Lofft
Monday night’s Representative As¬
sembly meeting featured the full new ad¬
ministration. The Representatives, in¬
cluding new ones for this term, opened
with the embarrassing topic of dorm
damage.
Dean Sawyer revealed that the damage
included $17,000 for damage without an
unknown perpetrator. This tally rests
$4950 higher than the cost at the same
time last year, and it certainly represents
money that could be put to better use
than cleaning up our messes. The
amount of declared damage equals
$4426. The Deans expressed displeasure
with this excessive bill.
Some Representatives displayed in¬
terest in a forming a student advisory
committee to assist in Security decisions.
Dean Sawyer suggested an “ad hoc”
committee centering on the recent Secu¬
rity Alert situations. Following up in this
vein, students mentioned some ideas
currently under investigation.
Coordinator of Student Activities
Paul Rosenthal has studied purchasing a
van for the C.A. to run “Safe Rides”
but has tentatively concluded that rent¬
ing vans represents the more pragmatic
alternative. The issue of free whistles for
students seems close at hand.

The Deans recently walked around
the campus to study the lighting and the
location of Security phones. They de¬
cided to take another -walk when the
snow has melted thus eliminating the re¬
flections. Dean Sawyer allegedly com¬
mented, “I was surprised that the light¬
ing is as good as it is.”
The next popular issue that arose cen¬
tered on Short Term. The topic of regis¬
tration for the brief term, drew many
cries for reform. One student suggested
establishing a direct feedback method for
determining limited enrollment figures
in which professors actively confirm the
demand for their classes.
The idea'of allowing seniors to stay on
campus during Short Term regardless of
their participation in sports or classes re¬
ceived applause ( among the R.A.’s.
Those arguing for this policy noted that
the seniors would have to return for
graduation anyway.
Currently many
occupy spaces in classes they have little
interest in order to remain on campus
for short term, thus preventing more in¬
terested students from entering.
The junior class will soon have R.A.at-large elections to replace the new
R.A. president Liz Rynecki. Howard
House will host off-campus R.A.-atlarge elections: times will be posted. □

Corrections
In the article on the school budget
which appeared in last week’s Student,
the increase in last year’s budget was re¬
ported as 6*8%. The actual increase for
last year was 9.8%.
Due to a reporting error The Student
last week erroneously announced the

need for free tickets to attend the March
Presidential Inaugural events. The Col¬
lege Community will receive invitations,
but does not need tickets for any of the
events.
Members of the community
should reserve seats in advance for the
Concert and Theater productions.

NEWS

Eastern Europe Colloquium Concludes
Panel Discuses Economic Issues in Eastern Bloc
ment, health care, and education; all of
which arguably lack by Western stan¬
dards but remain better than nothing.
Benevolensky closed his remarks with
the hope that the Russians would turn
their democratic energies from fighting
about their ethnic differences to debat¬
ing the economic issues —another
mighty task.
Professor Maciejewski began by say¬
ing that the Solidarity party leaders
started planning the switch to a market
economy three years before they took
power in Poland last August. Poland’s
leaders not only plan to allow free mar¬
ket controls, but also are investigating
how they will install a system of private
enterprize. Currently, the government

by Alexander Lofft
On Thursday, February 1, the Bates
Chapel held the panel discussion of eco¬
nomic issues in the East Bloc of the post¬
revolution period.
Benjamin Slay, professor of Econom¬
ics, moderated the discussion between
four distinguished speakers. The speak¬
ers included Professor Marshall Gold¬
man, associate director of the Russian
Research Center at Harvard University;
Dr. Vladimir Benevolensky of the USACanada Institute- in Moscow, and Fel¬
low at the Research Institute for Inter¬
national Change at Columbia Univer¬
sity.
Wojciech Maciejewski, professor of

“It was a bad year for cen¬
tral planning.”—Ben Slay
Economics in Warsaw University, and
Urjakowski Fellow at Indiana Univer¬
sity; and Andreas Gummich, associate
professor of International Economics at
East Berlin University and of Interna¬
tional Business Trade at Georgetown
University rounded out the panel.
Professor Slay directed the discussion
towards defining the economic 'issues,
and analyzing the various moves to¬
wards market economies in Poland, East
Germany, and the Soviet Union. He
opened lightly with, “It was a bad year
for central planning.” Then he turned
to Dr. Benevolenski to speak about the
changes in the country that initiated per¬
estroika in the East Bloc.
Dr. Benevolensky described the cur¬
rent economic situation in the Soviet
Union as “a great mess,” referring, of
course, to the shortage of consumer
goods, the disruptions in distribution,
and the huge deficit.

Andreas Gummich, Wojciech Maciejewski, Ben Slay, Vladamir Benevolensky, and
Marshall Goldman discuss the economic situation in Eastern Europe. Scott Pint photo.
Since the sweeping industrialization
move in the 1930’s, central planning has
proved ineffective in harmonizing the
various supplies and demands within the
Soviet Union, which has fallen far be¬
hind the West in the age of micro-elec¬
tronics. Benevolensky points out that
most Russians still feel the ideals of
Communism remain quite sound, but
they find them impractical in today’s
world.
At the moment, the Soviet Union
moves towards a market based econ¬
omy, but the transition period goes
slowly because of rpany technical prob¬
lems. Soviet economists continue to
study the laws and institutions of various
market-based economies, but they need
to carefully take steps, which are as of
yet unprecedented, or face graver eco¬

Shift in Balance of
Power Predicted
by Jon Custis
In continuation of events concerning
the upheaval in the East Bloc, Bates Col¬
lege hosted a panel discussion on the
evening of Friday, February 2. Though
the schedule listed five panelists for this
discussion, only three were able to be
present. Peter Doyle from the European
Community and Irina Livezeanu from
Colby College, could not to attend due
to the flu.
Assistant Professor of Political Science
James Richter, currently on leave, re¬
turned to the campus to moderate for
the discussion. The panel brought to¬
gether experts with different viewpoints
and professional backgrounds who
charted a new course for the progress of
change in the communist world.
E. Douglas Ayer ’61, who serves with
the U.S. State Department as a special¬
ist in Eastern European Affairs, spoke
first. Citing the presence of the Red
Army as one of the most important fac¬
tors in the previous state of affairs in
Eastern Europe, Ayer stated that Mik¬
hail Gorbachev did not create the move¬
ments sweeping the Eastern bloc; rather
he permitted such movements to occur
by removing the threat of Soviet inter¬
vention.
Expressing a popular sentiment
among intellectual circles, Ayer de¬
scribed the reunification of Germany as
likely, and said that reunification will
have an impact on the entire world. The

attempt to find a way to adopt a sensible
stance towards issues like the future of
NATO, arms control, and the arms
budget will become a major focus of
U.S. foreign policy, Ayer believes.
Speaking from a humanistic perspec^
tive, Judith Hempfling, from the Cam¬
paign for Democracy/East and West,
felt that the continuing changes have an
impact on all people in the world. She
saw even the smallest changes in Eastern
Europe as significant.
She believed that not only does the
courage shown by the people speak to
the better aspects of human dignity, but
also that it represents a challenge to
make changes in the way that the super¬
powers look at the world, and that this
challenge will end the division of our
world into two sides.
Mihaly Szegedy-Maszrak, the chair
of the Hungarian Studies Program at
Indiana University, spoke last. Provid¬
ing a historical review of political move¬
ment in Hungary, he spoke of the early
uprisings which met with quick suppres¬
sion and followed by a long period of ap¬
athy. At the present a plethora of groups
and parties exist in Hungary, but only a
few have the required amounts of sup¬
port.
The evening ended with a lively question-and-answer session, and faculty
and students alike drew further informa¬
tion and opinion from the participants in
the program. □

nomic disparity.
Many Sovietologists have argued that
the Russian people are too apathetic to
switch from a centrally controlled econ¬
omy to one based on personal initiative.
However, Benevolensky emphatically
denounced this as untrue, indicating
that many Russians return from their
government paid jobs to privately pro¬
vide the goods and services that the gov¬
ernment has not. He did not refer to the
black market —a less than legal exten¬
sion of this unseen consumer assistance
network.
The Russian people and leadership
must overcome the legacy of mistrust to¬
wards the free market world. The highly
socialized structure of the East Bloc
countries do provide a lew securities
such as guaranteed housing, employ¬

The Russian people and
leadership must overcome
the legacy of mistrust to¬
wards the free market
world.
owns the majority of the means of pro¬
duction.
Poland has already taken large steps
by lifting price controls in order to give
workers and farmers real incentive to in¬
crease production of quality goods. Un¬
fortunately, the deregulation resulted in
price increases across the board of
100% + , hyperinflation, and unemploy¬
ment of up to half a million workers.
Though Solidarity retains its position
as the leading party, the economic crisis
taxes the people’s faith. Recently Lech
Walesa managed to convince striking
coal miners to return to work, but the
assurances, “be patient, work well, and
you will lead better lives” only reminds
them of the promises of the old Commu■ SEE ECONOMICS, PAGE 4

Consensus Reached as
Colloquium Closes
by Steve Ryder
The Colloquium on Revolutionary
Change in Eastern Europe and the So¬
viet Union concluded last Saturday
night with a summing-up discussion by
members of the Bates Faculty. The Col¬
loquium featured a number of lectures
and panel discussions as well as class vis¬
its by participants.
The idea that Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev set the stage for the changes
that have taken hold in the past year
constituted the unifying theme of the fi¬
ve-day event. “Gorbachev, eliminating
the possibility that Soviet force would be
used to keep in place governments not
supported by the people of Eastern Eu¬
rope, was crucial,” said E. Douglas
Ayer ’61, an expert of Eastern European
Affairs with the U.S. State Department.
The colloquium established that Gor¬
bachev is for real, but has yet to realize
the full effects of his reforming policies.
Yang Ye, assistant professor of Chi¬
nese at Bates, said that we must realize
the connection between events of June
1989 in China and those currently going
on in Eastern Europe. He continued
that he would not rule out the possibility
of further unrest in China in the wake of
the emergence of democracy in Eastern
Europe.
Many participants expressed the be¬
lief that we have witnessed the end of
communism in Europe. However, Ye

warned against this termination, mean¬
ing that the United States should retreat
to an isolationist foreign policy and ig¬
nore the continent.
“This is a time”, said Ayer, “when
there is a possibility for substantial arms
reduction.” He continued that “we
have yet to see such a peace dividend in
President Bush’s proposed budget.”
The colloquium came to a consensus
opinion that the changes in East Ger¬
many will have the farthest reaching re¬
percussions. The question of German
reunification will effect the future of
NATO and the Warsaw Pact, the
planned 1992 formation of a European
economic market, and obviously Euro¬
pean borders themselves. In general, the
speakers agreed that the question about
the reunification of East and West Ger¬
many has become a mater of when.
The colloquium examined the para¬
dox that Gorbachev has faced in grant¬
ing political freedom to Eastern Europe,
yet denying the same to Soviet prov¬
inces. The forum also addressed the ob¬
stacles to transforming state-controlled
command economies to market-con¬
trolled economies.
The Colloquium events could have
had stronger turnout, especially during
the weekend. However, those who did
attend generally expressed their ap¬
proval with the topics of discussion and
the speakers. □
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by Jennifer Burwell
The Muskie Archives’ new T.G.I.F.
lectures have generated a strong turnout
in the first three weeks since the pro¬
grams inception.
“We’ve had about thirty people at
the last two lectures,” reports Dean of
the College James Carignan, who origi¬
nated the series. A good number consid¬
ering the series’ planned intent—a brief
(about 15 minutes), relaxed presentation
on a topic of public interest. A question
and answer period with refreshments
follows.
This semester the lectures focus on
International Affairs, a very timely topic
with the recent developments in Eastern
Europe.
The lectures have included
"Apartheid & U.S. Policy,” “Central
America in the 1990s,” and, this past
Friday, “The Student Movement in
Czechoslovakia.”
Rick Boyages, coach of the men’s

basketball team, gave the last lecture.
He took his ’88-’89 team on a memora¬
ble trip to Czechoslovakia over last
year’s Christmas Break.
Boyages detailed his knowledge of the
valiant efforts of student activists in
Czechoslovakia. He learned of these ac¬
tivities through friendships with players
who took part in a Basketball camp he
directed there during the Summer of

88.

’

Volunteers who have some personal
interest and expertise in the subjects
upon which they speak give the lectures.
Consequently, the discussions lack the
clipped, analytical tone into which lec¬
tures often fall.
Both the brevity and the informality
oi the T.G.I.F. lectures provide a pleas¬
ant intellectual wind-down to the week.
Upcoming lectures promise a,wealth of
interesting speakers and thought-pro¬
voking topics. For a listing ol future lec¬
tures, see below.

Future T.G.I.F. Lectures
March 2: “Future Scenarios for the Soviet Union,” Ben Slay,
Department.

Economics

March 9: “Women’s Issues in the Soviet Union,” Elena Rcshctnikova, Soviet
exchange student, and Jane Costlow, Department ,of German, Russian, and East
Asian Languages and Literatures.
March 16: “Politics and Economics in Romania,” Amy Bruton ’90,
March 23: “The Future ol the Latin American Debt: Problems and Solutions,”
Eduardo Honold, Department of Political Science.
April 6:
The Enemy Image in the Gorbachev Image,” Richard Wagner,
Department of Psychology.

Rick Boyages gives a T.G.I.F. lecture on Czechoslovakia.

International Academics Discuss East Bloc
■ ECONOMICS, FROM PAGE 3
nist regime.
Poland also must cope with a $79 bil¬
lion debt to Western banks and a huge
debt to the Soviet Union. They can pay
neither debt until the industries start
competing internationally.
Future marketizing steps include es¬
tablishing the zloty as an internationally
convertible currency, privatizing prop¬
erty, and organizing financial institu¬
tions like banks and stock markets. The
government may start issuing stock to
privatize their industries among their
own people.
Unlike Dr. Benevolensky’s statement
about the Russian people, Professor
Maciejewski said that the erratic suppl¬
ies of raw materials in Polish industry
has given rise to a passivity among the
workers that will be difficult to overcome
during this generation. The people must
learn to play an active role in politics
and in their own fortunes.
On the positive side, privatization has
reached 5% of heavy industry, 25% of
construction, and 17% of agriculture,
and the growth rates surpass those of
government operated industries. Also,

try and how that potentially affects the
rest of Europe.
Gummich argued that because East
Germany was highly industrialized
when the Soviets assumed control, and
because it had a good complement of
raw materials and resources’ East Ger¬
many has enjoyed relative success in the
Communist world. But it started to fall
behind in technology, and in the 1980’s
the increased oil prices foiled the central
planners.
Like Poland, the East German lead¬
ership has discussed economic reform
for the last three years. However, the re¬
cent leadership has suffered from a lack
of trust among the people. After the
ouster of Egon Krenz, Hoenecker took
power under the guise of a reform Com¬
munist.
Recently, the East German people
jailed Hoenecker for his material abuse
of power and for misleading the people.
The current Provisional Government
leader, Modrow, also came under severe
popular criticism for trying to reestablish
the secret police.
The government has moved sched¬
uled elections from May
to March

Poland has already taken huge steps by lifting price con¬
trols in order to give workers and farmers real incentive
to produce more and better goods. Unfortunately, the
deregulation resulted price increases across the board of
100%+, hyperinflation, and unemployment of up to
half a million workers.
the zloty has gained some strength on
the black market, this is a fairly accurate
indicator of relative value.
Of all the East Bloc countries, many
believe that East Germany has shown
the best economic performance, and the
highest standard of living among its
people. Professor Andreas Gummich,
visiting the U.S. as a Fulbright Scholar,
spoke of the recent, changes in his court

18, belying the people’s faith in the gov¬
ernment. The Provisional Government
remains ineffective because of its coali¬
tion structure. Sixteen parties currently
vie for the people’s faith. The leading
Socialist Democratic Party seems to rely
primarily‘on the fact that in West Ger¬
many the Socialist Democratic Party has
in power under Chancellor Kohl.
Each day, nearly 3000 people leave
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the GDR for the FOR: a sign that many
East Germans grown weary of waiting
for reform, and also that they do not ex¬
pect the reforms achieve success—if the
government attempts to make reforms at
all. I he FGR openly welcomes immi¬
gration from East Germany and other
East Bloc countries. But West Germany

for mutual prosperity. Professor Gold¬
man, when asked his opinion of the via¬
bility of the proposed economic reforms,
forewarned that he would be “the voice
of doom. ”
He said that with the lack of eco¬
nomic direction in moving towards a
market economy, the reforms could

Each day, nearly 3000 people leave the GDR for the
FGR: a sign that not only have many East Germans
grown weary of waiting for reform, but also that they do
not expect the reforms achieve success—if the govern¬
ment attempts to make reforms at all.
has begun to feel the burden of the
350,000 refugees looking for work and
housing.
The East German Minister of Eco¬
nomics, Miss Kristaluft, has already
started eliminating useless government
subsidies to save money and encourage
entrepreneurship. She has also provided
for private ownership of state run com¬
panies. For businesses that employ over
500 workers, the Kombinant businesses,
she has imposed a 49% ownership limit,
but for smaller companies, no such re¬
striction exists. Such privatization will
help to pay off the $15 billion debt.
Gummich hopes to see a united Ger¬
many leading a non-border-conscious
European community that would work

prove retroactive, especially in the coun¬
tries that do not have a firm leadership
like Poland or the Soviet Union.
Economic conservatives want to re¬
turn to the relative security of the social¬
ist economy rather than risk everything.
They would gain favor as the reforms
drag out the inevitable economic dispar¬
ity that will arise in the quest for change.
Communism has never worked be¬
cause the power always ended up con¬
centrated in the hands of an unchecked
few. And, argues Goldman, commu¬
nism will not take hold in highly indus¬
trialized countries because the middle
class will not allow for it. He also dis¬
played skepticism over the possibility of
a united Germany. □

Bon’t miss our WINTER SALE!
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25 % off winter clothing
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Harassment Incidences Discussed at Forum
Donna Bailey Miller and Reps, of The Bill and Milliken Speak
by Fawn Johnson
The Community Relations Council
(CRC) and the Health Center sponsored
another forum on sexual relations last
Thursday. Steve Hochstadt, associate
professor of history, mediated this
meeting.
In an effort to “look toward the future” and “improve the climate at Bates,”
consultant Donna Bailey Miller spoke to
the students congregated in Chase Hall.
The speech preceded the explanation of
two incidents dealing with sexual harass¬
ment that occurred in Roger Williams
Hall (The Bill) and Milliken House.

Miller spoke on the nature of relation¬
ships between men and women in our
society. She discussed the manner in
which both males and females receive
messages when young that damage sex¬
ual relationships. “All human beings,”
she stated, “whether they be male or fe¬
male, basically need the same things.”
“We live in one of the most sexually
repressive cultures in the world ... we
have a lot of silence,” she continued.
“The story’s always the same: bitchy
beautiful woman meets gorgeous hunk in a bar . . . we never see anyone using
birth control. We’ve missed out on a lot
of basic, healthy information. We have
a lot of silence. ”
Miller continued with a discussion of
the societal view of sex. She claimed that
society sends the messages to individuals
that one should not talk about sex. “If
you don’t talk about your body, you
won’t use it - people believe that about

sex in our society.”
Miller concluded by discussing the so¬
cialization process of males and females.
She commented on the effects of the
prospects of war for males and explained
that men deal with the reality of death at
a much younger age than do women.
She also explained the societal opinions
dealing with the feelings of men and
women: men should feel nothing but
anger, whereas women should feel
everything but anger.
She pointed out that these “differenc¬
es” in men and women harm male-fe-

that the incident occurred while others
watched and even cheered on the as¬
sailant.
He advocated a greater awareness of
all students on campus about sexual har¬
assment. “All anybody has to say is,
‘Are you alright?’ We shouldn’t be
afraid to say that.”
Chris Tisdale, director of health ser¬
vices, then stood up and narrated the
tale of the two women who were sexually
harassed at Milliken House. She ex¬
plained that one woman was “milling
around the kitchen” when a very drunk,

“We live in one of the most sexually repressive cultures
in the world . . . we have a lot of silence .... The story’s
always the same: bitchy beautiful woman meets gor¬
geous hunk - in a bar . . . we never see anyone using
birth control. We’ve missed out on a lot of basic, healthy
information. We have a lot of silence.”—Donna Bailey
Miller
male relationships and advocated that all
people become more aware of the posi¬
tion from which the opposite sex ap¬
proaches. She stressed the importance of
not tolerating any form of rape or coer¬
cion on campus and expressed her hopes
that the forum would “just be the begin¬
ning of more positive things.”
After Miller’s remarks, Todd Zukowski ’90 of Milliken House approached
the podium. He made reference to an
incident of sexual harassment that took
place in Milliken house about two weeks
before the forum, and he expressed his
concern for the campus and his regret

large man approached her, pinned her
to the wall, and began “groping” her.
A group of people formed a semi-cir¬
cle around the assailant and began
cheering on his actions, chanting, “Get
the bitch. Get the bitch.” The woman
finally freed herself from the man and
left the room. She and her friend re¬
turned to the kitchen to “confront” the
assailant.
Both women eventually were forced to
the floor, and they left the house as soon
as they could. Tisdale reported that two
other people apologized as the women
left the house.

After Tisdale’s report, Peter Carr ’91
rose to explain the incident that occurred
at Roger Williams Hall. He said that a
group of people at a party were laughing
about a sexist joke. He claimed that the
problem of the joke had been “dealt
with as a group,” and that no incidence
of sexual harassment occurred at that
time.
An observer of the group who had
made an incorrect assessment of the situ¬
ation reported this sexual harassment in¬
cident. Carr expressed his regret that his
dormitory had “the misfortune of being
the brunt of very bad rumors.” He has¬
tened to dispel the truth of any of those
rumors.

He explained that the observer had
linked two separate incidents in his mind
and had come to the conclusion that sex¬
ual harassment was taking place. He
then applauded the fact that “somebody
had the guts to say something about
something that wasn’t right.”
After Carr’s comments, Hochstadt
mediated an open speak-out of students
wishing to express feelings or thoughts.
Many people expressed concerned about
the identity of the assailant at Milliken
House. Others expressed a distaste for
the stereotypes that exist at Bates, (such
as “Milliken Men” and “The Bill
People”).
The meeting closed with the point that
many people do not really know sexism
when they see it, and that every student
at Bates should have more awareness of
sexism and factionalism within the stu¬
dent community. □

WRBC Schedule Winter 90
TUESDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Chris Reilly
I ris (iuldenstern
Lyle ( utchins

METAL
I lowie Young
Andrew < idling
Alexandei l Isvinndl

DANCE
Maria Bam I on I
Lori l laskins
Kim I laniels

Mike Bosse
Lance Rozear

Steven Lilly
Bob Arons

METAL
Brine (iuas

DANCE
Mark i iilboard
John Leslie

MORNING MADNESS
Aaron I lumj )hrev

Barbara Zoml >erg
Sharon I lartnett

NESS' MUSIC
(:hris (.arson
Stes'e Ryder

Kim Peard
Jonathan Bernan I
Neil (Atnningham

NEW
Larry
(;hris
(:hris

NEW MUSIC
Lisa Ehrhardt
Remalda c .lark
Suzanne 1 ’ewer

NEW MUSIC
Sheri Pizzi
Ted c Illicit)

NEW MUSIC
Slew Smith
I -Irik Lindland

JAZZ
Rob Say boll
Sails' (iraver

I*eier Kantian
Kyle I Is I >1
Neil Bras

William Binan
Todd Lee
I )a\ it I Barzelay

JAZZ
Ted Bernhard
(iu\' Stevens

JAZZ
Scott Kelliher
J oin Baird
Jas< >n c< then

CLASSIC JAZZ
Fawn Johnson
Rich Sautter

CLASSIC ROCK
Bruce (Juav

CLASSIC ROCK
Jon Jordan
El bosv

CLASSIC ROCK
Jim l-Talk k
Wendy I larper

Mimi 1 latla
Lisa l itzschneider
Jon Tucker

NEW MUSIC
Jess Stewart
Lauren I lolden

NEW MUSIC
Josh 1 )ieteh
Tom (ioetz

NI AS' DANCE
Drana Roy
Kate Fa ranger

Eric I lals'orson
(lory Theberge
Bob (:< )1< ‘

NESS’ DANCE
Iggy ()( ampo
Steve Becker

RAP
Marc (ihaput
Dan Zibinskus
Edward I lughes

WEDNESDAY

'I ME

MONDAY

>am-3am

Kevin James
Karin Coring
John I lopman
l-llise McLaughlin

(ireg Dorehak
Jeff Brainerd
Bill Farrington
Jamie I lamilton

Andrew Kang
Damon Maida
Jim Wilk

Aaron Worth
Chris I lubert
Sean Cusick

Jennifer Armstrong
Claudia Goldstein
Karyn Landry
Tom 1 lerman
NEW MUSIC
Rich l lodges
Andy Cerillo
Cathv I lavncs
NEW MUSIC
Julie Thompson
Sarah Pralle
Liz Bynecki

•am ham

6am-8am

m-ioam

MORNING MADNLSS
Aaron I lumphrey
new music
Kate Godin
l lannah Vargas
Kate Killoran

K)am-I2pm

NEW MUSIC
Chris Beard
Aria Chemich

Michelle Martin
Michael Edgar

I2pm-2pm.

JAZZ
Wayne Perry
Christine I'rve

SOVIET NUSIC
I lennis Browne

2pm-4pm

CLASSIC 8()'S
Dave Aarestad.
Gavin Little-( .ill

4pm-(>pm

NEW MUSIC:
Stephanie Stergiou
Cathy Boosales
Andrea Bueschel

CLASSIC ROCK
Chris McKenna
Steven Cusek
Mall Smith
NEW MUSIC
Peter Olson
Colin Marquis
Danalvnne Wheeler

(>pm-8pm

NEW MUSIC
Jen Eifrig
Kathv Leal

MUSIC
c larbonneau
Schneider
Taylor

Matt Pollitz
Jen Sparks
Mara Lipner
(;hris Sokolowski
JAZZ
Bill Guidera

NEW MUSIC
Tina Briekley
I'im Shaw
Dave Walsh

NEW MUSIC
Alexandra I )el| ^
Dan McFarland
Tiny Proctor

NESS Ml SIC
Kevin I lopprr

I lARDCORE
Mike Robinson
I ’etc (:ieearelii
METAL
Pete I .aline
(.lenn Armstrong
Rob IX >g

8pm-l()pm

George Reese

Erica (ioldsmith
Melissa Friedling

I Tic I 'uchs
Brad Stratton

l()pm-l2am

TRASI l DISCO
Warren Corbitt
Jennifer Mieroori
Julie Morrison

NEW MUSIC
I )ave Seuss
(:arl l ’hlendorl

LASER‘si IOWCASE
Kevin Wetmore
Aaron I lunter

A'HBC will

T1 IURSDAY

qo on the air at 7am on Saturday January 27, 1990.

DANCE
Jean Raymond
Anne Wagner
I .< tun ’i l K< *lly-Wiishitigl< it i
DANCE
Catherine Bohr
Aim Erickson

SUNDAY
LMm-.lam

Dan (iurall
1 )ave Ms ors
6am-8am

Chris Dali
Paul Roy
Jennifer Webstt
Laura Detwiler

lUiin-ojim

I2pm-2pm

1

FOLK
Ian Berry
JAZZ
Dan Boylan
Sharat Kumar
John M( I)<mgall

2pm-4pm

SQUISH NEW AGI
Tim Schmitt
• Allis’ Whitten

4[ HlHipm

20TH CENTURY
.CLASSICAL
Andrew Kaiser

(jpm-7pm

COMMON FOLK
Frederick I Idler
Dan Ssvartz

7pm-8| >m

Dares Wakefield
susanne Salkind
Connie c'haplan

8pm-8:3()pm

NEWS MAGAZINE

8:3()pm-IOpm

TALK SHOW
Jon McLaughlin
Jim Cast's'
COMEDY
John Quinlan
COMEDY
Sue Canavan
Chistine 1 lenshasv

DANCE
Adrian Collazo
lopm-upni
RAP
T. Bryan Miller
Kes'in < Iran fill
Lyn Franeoeur

Kari'n Fazekas
Jefri Knazan

ttpm-l2pm

Trii’ia Xicjht begins lOprn on Friday until 7am Saturday
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Look Within For Director
Early last semester Director of Security Mark McCracken resigned
from his position and left an already understaffed force unprepared
for this sudden breach. In order to maintain a sense of continuity,
Assistant Director Lillian Charron assumed his responsibilities and
became the Acting Director.
Over the last few months, Officer Charron has served admirably in
this position and has been an asset to Bates as a whole. The Acting
Director not only fulfills the duties inherent in the position of Direc¬
tor, but also has continued to serve on the normal “beat” shifts which
other officers usually perform, but the previous Director did not.
In the past five months Officer Charron has had to deal with several
extenuating security situations: the Secretary of State Conference, a
suicide, and two rapes. She handled all of these events with profes¬
sionalism, tact, and dedication.
In daily problem situations Officer Charron has consistently done
her best to work with students instead of dictatorially attempting to
enforce demands upon them. She receives respect from students more
so than many comparable officers; she is well liked, and, most impor¬
tantly, she is respected.
By understanding the dynamics between administrative desires and
the social realities among students, Officer Charron in all senses
makes an exemplary Director. She understands the necessity for me¬
diation between administrative desires and students’ wishes.
Instead of following the old adage “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it,”
the Administration insists on some nationwide effort. To date they
have done little toward this end, and have failed even to advertise for
applicants.
The administration has behaved deplorably in this situation. They
should save money, stop wasting time, and listen to student opinions,
as students are the ones Security serves to protect. Officer Charron
is an outstanding member of the Security force who is willing to work
with students.
Any new Director would not receive the cooperation which she daily
receives, because he/she would not have the trust which Officer Char¬
ron is currently accorded by the student body. Officer Charron un¬
derstands the campus and has the most invaluable qualification for
Bates: experience.

NEWS & FOCUS STAFF: Dan Cantor, Bob Cole, Eduardo Con¬
treras, Jon Custis, Fawn Johnson, Marc Freeman, Mike Lieber, Alex
Lofft, Gary Lombardo, Adam Molesworth, Julia Opler, Kristen
Pierce, Steve Ryder, Evan Silverman, Tabitha Sparks
SPORTS STAFF: Peter Carr, Andy Cerillo, Ben Drew, Mike
Evans, Becky Farr, Mike Leahy, Emanuel Merisotis, Grace Murphy,
Evan Silverman
ARTS STAFF: Dan Bolan, Andy Cerillo, Lauren Holden, Michelle
Lee, Isabel Roche, Lara Strong, Aaron Worth
FORUM STAFF: Dave Aarestad, Jon Custis, Lyle Cutchin, Tina
Gibson, Rebecca Laroche, Mike Lieber, Todd Rider, Jesseca Timjmons, Derek Tucker
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF: Margie Byrd, Sarah Dunham, Kate
j Miller, Scott Pim, Marian Proctor
The Hates Student is published weekly by the students of Bates College when the college is in session. All letters must be
received by 12:00 noon on the Monday prior to publication. The newspaper will only print signed letters. Letters should
ibe submitted typed, single spaced, or saved on a computer disk in Wordperfect 5.0 format. The Bates Student reserves
itl^e right not to print letters and to edit letters over 500 words for length and clarity. At the discretion of the editor,
longer letters may be printed. Address all correspondance to The Bates Student, Bates College, Box 309, Lewiston, ME
04240. or telephone (207) 783-7108. Letters may be delivered in person to room 224 Chase Hall. Subscription rates
are S18 for two semesters and $10 for one semester.
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Letters to the Editor
Legislation Determines Breaks
To the Editor:
An article in The Student on January
26 raised questions about the timing of
this semester’s February break.
Faculty legislation provides a particu¬
lar formula for creating the official cal¬
endar. The Committee on Curriculum
and Calendar’s discretion extends only
to taking account of religious holidays.
An example is the delay in the start of
this semester in order to avoid the coin¬
cidence of Passover and Good Friday
with final exam week.
Short T erm does cause the mid-se¬
mester break to occur in February. Our
early end of Winter Semester results in
a mid-semester occurring much earlier
than at other schools. The particular
week is determined under the Faculty
legislation, which mandates that the
break coincide with the vacations of the
local school systems. That is, the week
when Washington’s birthday is ob¬
served. This enables faculty with chil¬
dren to participate in family vacations
and other activities.

Therefore the combination of Short
Term, the timing of religious holidays
this year, and the requirement that the
break coincide with public school vaca¬
tions have resulted in an unusually short
time before Winter break.
The reporter suggested lobbying to
change the calendar for 1991-1992.
However, the calendars through 19931994 have already been adopted. There¬
fore the full faculty would have to re¬
scind those calendars and/or change the
legislation. Apparently some parts of the
College need to plan that far in advance.
I understand that one of these is the Ath¬
letic Department; there may be others.
It is interesting that your reporter did
not ask about the rationale for the timing
of vacation, particularly since he can
find me easily at the front of the room in
his course on the American Presidency.
And he hasn’t lobbied me yet!
Sincerely,
Douglas I. Hodgkin
Chair, Curriculum & Calendar
Committee

Adopt a Life of Selflessness
To the Editor:
Our society is growing more and
more aware of serious challenges to our
present way of life; it seems even the sur¬
vival of our species is threatened by
overpopulation, ecological cataclysm
and thermonuclear destruction. The
problems of our society are clearly com¬
plex and deep-rooted and it is naive to
expect simple solutions. But it occurs to
me that “society” is really no more than
a collection of individuals and their rela¬
tions to each other: therefore it is the
problems of the individual, multiplied
many times, that is the basis of our cur¬
rent distress.
I feel there is one root problem that
each of us has in different degrees. This
is the “Great Heresy’ ’: a false sense of sep¬
arateness, from each other, from the
world around us, and from our spiritual
“source.” This separateness leads to
four derivative problems.
1) Irresponsibility or the belief that
“It’s not my problem.” Multiplied 5.2
billion times, it allows hunger, homeless¬
ness, domestic violence, sexual assault,
and ecological rape to continue.
2) Selfishness or the arrogant belief
that “I’m the only one that matters.”
We should therefore do whatever we like
to please ourselves, regardless of others’
needs. This brings on the atrocities Jjiat
humans do to other humans, like fam¬
ine, slavery and endless war.
3) Isolation or loneliness. “I’m all
alone,” leads to difficulty in caring for
others, constant insecurity, a feeling that
life is meaningless, depression, and even
suicide. Carried far enough, isolation
will breakdown all personal relationships
in our society, leading to a general apa¬
thy and eventual collapse from within.
4) Materialism or the belief that all
that exists are physical objects. “Seeing
is believing” may be the worst problem
of all, for it denies divinity or the possi¬
bility of transcendence in the human be¬
ing. Science may go on endlessly cata¬
loguing physical phenomenon, but with¬

out faith in a higher purpose, a greater
meaning to it all, we will forever feel
alone in a cold meaningless universe: all
our striving and loving will come to
nothing. To stifle spirituality is to be
worse than dead.
One solution to the “Great Heresy”
of separateness is a realization of our inter¬
dependence on each other, our planet, and
a spiritual “source” or power. This in
turn leads to selflessness. This means
having an attitude of humility, and per¬
forming service with no expectation of a
reward of any kind.
Selflessness is a difficult concept for
us, because we are raised from birth to
compete, to achieve, to outstrip others
and “make a name for ourself.” But it
is a sure path to humility, a sense of
community and belonging, a feeling of
purpose and responsibility, and a belief
in the power of love (which is surely not
a physical object). In fact selfless service
combats all of the concepts outlined
above, which,if multiplied,lead to a sick
society.
There are many ways even on this
campus to take action: through volun¬
teer service in the community, through
groups for peace or the environment or
the protection of prisoners of conscience.
But selflessness also means making an
attitude adjustment on the part of each
and every one of us. We must learn to
listen, learn to care, learn to slow down
and put others’ needs above our own.
Selflessness is a way of life. Difficult as
it may be to believe, selflessness may be
the only way to discover the self.
It is certainly a personal choice to be
selfless and active or to be apathetic - no
one can make someone else care. But ap¬
athy is a short-sighted attitude for a soci¬
ety in danger, a society that seems stable
on the surface but is seething with sick¬
ness and discontent underneath - a soci¬
ety like our own.
Yours in Service,
Rich Taylor ’91

The views expressed in columns and letters to the editor voice the
opinions of the writers and not necessarily those of the Editorial Board
of The Bates Student.

FORUM

Bush Plays Politics with Abortion Stance
position to all abortions except those in¬
volving incest, rape, and the life of the
mother. During his tenure as vice presi-,
dent Bush had little to say about the is¬
sue, but seemed to mirror Reagan’s ada¬
mant opposition.
This ambiguity has extended into his
presidency. One of the first cabinet ap¬
pointees, Health and Human Services

With the emergence of abortion as a
“hot”, political issue, George Bush has
become popularly identified as the deba¬
te’s point man. His support of the Hyde
Amendment (which would deny Medi¬
caid financing of abortions except those
involving the life of the mother) earned
Bush the adoration of the pro-life move¬
ment and public enemy status among
the pro-choicers. Despite this polarizing
image, the President’s actions indicate

About the same time, the administra¬
tion revealed that the Justice Depart¬
ment would not present oral arguments
before the Supreme Court on any of the
three abortion restriction case's that will
be heard in the upcoming year. In con¬
trast, the Reagan Justice Department
routinely participated in oral argumen¬
tation on behalf of the pro-life position.

The dilemma is obvious. To alienate the ruggedly inde¬
pendent pro-lifers would deny Bush much needed help
in the next election, and possibly lay the foundation for
a ’92 primary challenger. Conversely vigorous promo¬
tion of the pro-life agenda could drive the libertarian
voters into the Democratic camp.

Lyle Cutchin
that he is less motivated by ideological
fervor than by crass political concerns.
Indeed the President had not always
been sensitive to anti-abortion senti¬
ment. Prior to 1980 it was assumed that
Bush was pro-choice. After all, Con¬
gressmen Bush voted to finance pro¬
grams that provided abortion services to
third world nations.
As the primaries of 1980 neared, Bush
turned to the right by declaring his op¬

Secretary Dr. Louis Sullivan, made
statements that called his commitment to
the pro-life cause into question.
The next test arrived after the defeat
of the Hyde Amendment. Initially, the
White House voiced hope for an ill-de¬
fined compromise measure, but then de¬
cided to veto the package that provided
the abortion funds.

Furthermore, Bush has not used his of¬
fice as a bully pulpit to promote his
agenda on abortion. With the exception
of a few blip responses at press confer¬
ences, Bush has avoided public pro¬
nouncements like the plague.
Clearly this wavering and inconsistent
support can be explained by the desire
to maintain the coalition that propelled

Bush into office. A significant portion of
this coalition was made up of newly reg¬
istered evangelicals, the religious right,
and social conservatives. These groups
provided Bush with money, organiza¬
tion, and votes last election day.
Another block was provided by the
young and upwardly mobile libertarian
voters. The dilemma is obvious. To
alienate the ruggedly independent pro¬
lifers would deny Bush much needed
help in the next election, and possibly
lay the foundation for a ’92 primary
challenger. Conversely vigorous promo¬
tion of the pro-life agenda could drive
the libertarian voters into the Demo¬
cratic camp.
The President is trying to create an
equilibrium. By standing up for the
acid-test variety positions (like the Hyde
Amendment) and ignoring others, Bush
hopes to pacify both sides. It is a balanc¬
ing act that can potentially make or
break his presidency. □
Lyle Cutchin is a columnist for The Student.

Reagan was the True Champion of Democracy
No longer would guilt be the ruling fac¬
tor in the way Americans lived their
lives.
Of course, the picture Reagan painted
was a lie.
Because people spent so much time
wanting to feel good, they were entirely

The Reagan Administration was one
of the greatest Presidencies in the history
of the United States. President Reagan
reestablished the American economy by
pulling it out of a recession that was due
to Carter’s wasteful economic policies.
Thanks to President Reagan the
United States has returned to interna¬
tional preeminence. Reagan reasserted

David Aarestad
the value of a strong defense to aid in
this increase in international regard.
Ronald Wilson Reagan cut needless
social spending and allowed people to
pull themselves up by their own boot¬
straps. Best of all, thanks to Reagan,
Americans feel good about themselves:
once again.
Being American is being proud of
who you are; being American is recogni¬
tion for being the strongest and the best.

Calvin

and

in, the America we ignore, the America
that has been neglected.
While upper and middle class Amer¬
icans have been running around feeling
good, a significant portion of the popula¬
tion has been silently starving to death.
According to American Pictures, over

Reagan’s sanctimonious bootstrap motif underlies his
lack of understanding of social realities. He has never
had to struggle, he knows nothing of working to survive,
and he never has had to face conditions that millions face
everyday.
willing to listen to someone tell them
that they should..Reagan cared little for
socio-economic realities, in fact he
didn’t really understand them.
Last week, American Pictures came to
Bates. This was not a program to enter¬
tain; this was not a program to make
Americans feel, good; this was a pro¬
gram to tell us about the America we live

twenty-two million Americans suffer
from malnutrition and a host of other
disabilities due to lack of sufficient food
stuffs. These people are not heard, were
never heard, and will never be heard.
The press, as champion for the under¬
dog, holds a popular position in Ameri¬
can fiction. However, like any other cor¬
poration the American press is respon-

Hobbes
WO SAPS, JACK.
AND JOE., DRWE
T0WARD EACH OTHER
AT GO AND 30 MPU.
AFTER 10 MINUTES,
THEJ PASS. I'M
SUPPOSED TO FIND
CUT ROW F&R APART
TUE'i STARTED.

by Bill Watterson
QUESTIONS POUR. DOWN LIKE
THE RAIN. WHO ARE TRESt
MUSS ? WHAT WERE THEJ TRJ1NG
TO ACCOMPLISH7 WHJ WAS JACK
IN SUCH A UURRJ7 AMD WHAT
DEFERENCE DOES IT MARE
where thej STARTED FROM?.-3

sive to its consumers.
Instead of telling people of the atrocit¬
ies that they themselves commit every¬
day, they inform them of acts performed
by individuals. Yellow journalism is
down, but socially enlightened journal¬
ism is nonexistent.
All too willing to accept government
statistics which do not fully reflect
chronic problems of unemployment and
underemployment, journalists, like the
majority of the population, do not care
to find the ‘underclass’ of American so¬
ciety.
Guilt is constructive. It allows us to rec¬
ognize wnat we have done wrong, so
that we can learn from it and grow be¬
yond committing such an error again.
Covering problems over with saccharine
smiles and
supercilious platitudes,
doesn’t make the suffering go away, it
merely convinces those who do not suf¬
fer that such suffering doesn’t happen
anymore.
Pleasant little
fables
concerning
people’s ability to be all that they can be
have no place in the real world. Those
suffering with physical disabilities Can¬
not do so; those born in the South and
born black cannot do so; those born des: titute and without great physical or intel¬
lectual gifts cannot do so.
Reagan’s sanctimonious bootstrap mo¬
tif underlies his lack of understanding of
social realities. He has never had to
struggle, he knows nothing of working
to survive, and he never has had to face
conditions that millions face everyday.
He has never struggled for approval
against prejudgments based on sex, race
or creed.
Tiresome pejorative judgements have
become a motif. Those who haven’t
‘succeeded’ or are unemployed are con-

■ SEE FORUM, PAGE 8
<?IRST I FIGURED I’D TRJ WE
DERK\NS DAME. SUSIE AMD I
MEJER VUT \T OFF, ALTHOUGH
OCCASION ALU WE HIT EACH
OTHER-

m

SUSIE HAD A FACE THAT
SUGGESTED SOMEBODJ
UPSTAIRS HAD A WEIRD
SENSE OF HUMOR, BUT T
WASN'T GOING TO HER PLACE
FOR LAUGHS. I NEEDED
INFORMATION.

THE WAJ I LOOKED AT IT,
PERKINS ACTED AWFULLJ
SMUG FOR A DAME WHO
HAD A HEAD FOR NUMBERS
AND NOT MUCH ELSE .
MAJBE SRES GOT SOMETHING
ON JACK. AND JOE. THE
QUESTION IS, HILL SHE SING ?
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Rape Forum
Rape is Not About Sex
To the Editor:
This is in response to the letter
'‘Have You Thought About the Rap¬
ist?” from the last issue of The Student.
You are correct in saying that our disfunctional attitudes are perpetuated by
society and CAN lead to rape. How¬
ever, you offer some of the same societal
.filth you condemn. There are so many
myths about rape, so I will attempt to
dispel only those that you supported in
your article.
You distinguish between date rape
and violent rape. All rapes are violent.
You say, “Rape is just another way
of‘getting some.’” Rape is NOT about
sex. It is about power and violence.
You say that the victim is not to
blame, although (how did I know to ex¬
pect a contradiction?) “although that is
no license for irresponsible behavior.”
The victim is NOT to blame. To say
that a victim can be irresponsible in the
situation implies that s he has the alter¬
native of exhibiting responsible behavior
that would somehow deter potential rap¬
ists. You are coming just short of saying
that a victim is “asking for it.” I am en¬
titled to be as “irresponsible” as I

choose and not be raped.
I am ALSO entitled to walk past the
tennis courts or attend a Chase Hall
dance and not be raped.
It is appalling that while you discuss
the “irresponsibility” of the victim, you
do not mention that of the rapist. We are
all exposed to sick values, but we do not
all commit violent crimes.
Granted,
some people, because of their social en¬
vironment, are more likely to rape.
We can not, however, cry, “Society
made me do it!” every time we act irre¬
sponsibly. Isn’t the rapist using his soci¬
etal baggage, to put it in disgustingly be¬
nign terms, irresponsibly?
You describe the rapist as “a person
lashing out in anger or for help.” Rape
is not a rapist’s cry for help; he does not
want to get stopped or caught.
I think it is accurate to say that a rap¬
ist is expressing anger. But, as you no¬
ticed, we too are, or should be, emo¬
tional and outraged about his crimes.
We are not, however, violating bodies,
being emotionally destructive or break¬
ing up community trust.
Sincerely,
Katie Parke ’92

Date Rape is Violent Rape
To the Editor:
I am deeply disturbed by the tend¬
ency of students on this campus to think
of “rape” and so-called “date rape” as
two similar but different categories of a
single crime. This belief was evident in
the last issue of The Student, where the
page two article on rape exclusively
talked about tighter security outdoors.
Likewise, the Question on the Quad—on
avoiding future rapes at Bates—was an¬
swered by four students with references
only to better lighting near Merrill, the
volunteer escort service, etc.
This suggests that “date rape,” be¬
cause it occurs in different circum¬
stances, is a different type of crime that
should be treated in a different way. It
is not. Is the guy jumping out of the
bushes to attack an unsuspecting victim
doing something different than the rap¬
ist who overpowers his victim on his
couch? Both are committing the same
crime.
By dividing rape into categories such
as “date rape,” “violent rape,” “rape
against a male victim,” etc. we open
ourselves to the fallacy that rapists as¬
sault in different ways, or—even more
frightening and wrong—that the victim’s
behavior controls what happens to her,
or him.

Rape is not a qualifiable violation. It
is always a violent and degrading crime,
whether it happens on a date or on the
football field. Thinking of “violent ra¬
pe” as occurring only outside or in
dimly lit hallways frees everyone to pre¬
tend that rapists and victims who know
each other are in a different situation.
That we have only to deal with certain,
well-chosen, aspects of the problem
without getting to its core.
As Ms. Tourse pointed out in her let¬
ter last week, there are people on this
campus who have rallied in support of
tighter security, who have “spoken
out,”
who
wear
purple
ribbons
proudly . . . and who rape as “just
another way of getting some,” without
feeling that they are doing anything
wrong.
I agree that the motivations of rapists
must be examined before the problem
can be solved. I also believe that wellmeaning activists have partly added to
the confusion and misconceptions about
rape by using terms like “date rape,”
which lead to blaming scenarios and vic¬
tim’s behavior, not the act of rape itself,
which remains the same in any situa¬
tion.
Sincerely,
Diane Lee ’90

Exploring Issues of Acquaintance Rape
The recent rapes on campus brought
about an impressive reaction from the
student body at Bates. The issue of rape
suddenly became much more serious
and real as people were shocked into the
harsh reality of violence against inno¬
cents.
As students we realized that such trag¬
edies can happen to us and to people
close to us. The campus rallied together
demanding both safe nights and retribu¬
tion on behalf of those who were at¬
tacked. It’s too bad that two women had
to be raped in order to heighten concern
about these matters.
The problems of rape and sexual har¬
assment did not begin and will not end
with the incidences of a few weeks ago.
Those two rapes are not the only ones
that have taken place or will take place
on campus this year. These are issues
that people must be aware of and must
be willing to address at all times. Among
the most important people who must ad-

Fawn Johnson
and
Jesseca Timmons
dress these issues are the rape survivors
themselves.
For a variety of reasons, countless
rapes go unreported on college cam¬
puses each year. In many of these cases,
the rapes are committed by people with
whom the victim is familiar. The assail¬
ant could be a friend, boyfriend, or even
a family member.
Sometimes the incident is too painful
for the survivor to report—he or she
wishes only to forget the rape and forego
the ordeal of seeking out public authorit¬
ies, attempting to identify the attacker,
or pressing charges.
In other incidences, the survivors do
not even realize that they have been vio¬
lated. They often feel responsible for
what has happened and do not feel that1
they have the right to seek help or sup¬
port. It is this sort of situation which ex¬
tends from the realm of the sad into the
realm of the tragic.
Equally tragic is the fact that along
with each unknown rape survivor walk¬

ing around campus, there is an un¬
known rapist. Not all men who commit
acquaintance rape are disturbed and
needing help; in fact, many of them
commit rape without even knowing it is
rape.
It is fact that in American society,
where sex is sold in everything from
laundry detergent to cars, boys learn to
be the -aggressors in sexual situations.
Thus, when a situation occurs that a
man and a woman are together and the
woman resists the man’s sexual ad¬
vances, the man may think that forcing
the woman further is part of the game.
The myth persists that “no really means
yes.”
Why else would it happen that the day

If, as a woman, you feel
you have been forced into
something you didn’t want
to do, tell someone. If, as
a man, you are unsure of a
woman’s expectations, ask
her. If as a man or a
woman you realize you
may have taken advantage
of someone, talk to them
about it.
after an acquaintance rape, a man
would approach a woman as if nothing
happened? It’s because, to him, nothing
did happen. Her refusing and struggling
was part of the process. This happens at
Bates and it happens everywhere.
This is the kind of rape that does not
get reported because it is a problem so
much bigger than Bates. How can we
begin to contend the entire traditional
role of the male in American society?
How can we change ageless misconcep¬
tions about men, women and sexuality?
How can we reach the rapist who
doesn’t think he is a rapist?
Communication is the only way to start.
If, as a woman, you feel you have been
forced into something you didn’t want
to do, tell someone. If, as a man, you
are unsure of a woman’s expectations,
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ask her.
If as a man or a woman you realize you
may have taken advantage of someone,
talk to them about it. Bringing rape into
the open is the first step toward preven¬
tion.
Now that Bates College has been
shocked into awareness of rape, we can
only hope that this awareness does not
diminish over the course of time. Rape
survivors need to be aware that support

exists and that it is availabe to them at
any time they may need it.
All of us should feel safe in speaking
out, knowing we will not be ignored or
blamed for what has taken place. Stu¬
dents need to know that safety can’t be
taken for granted. We must continue to
be aware ol risks, take steps to protect
ourselves, and establish a supportive en¬
vironment for all victims of sexual as¬
sault. □

Reagan Saved America
FORUM, FROM PAGE 7
stdered lazy and worthless. Such vitriolic
condemnations serve only to veil the
true problems and the social origins
thereof.
By blaming the individual for their
position, the smug and the self-satisfied
have the luxury of not dealing with uacomfortable issues at hand, but rather of
elevating themselves in their own mind
for their self-perceived ‘successes.’
Reagan cut social spending for those
in need, specifically welfare and school
lunch programs. Reagan encouraged re¬
duction of enforcement of minimum
wage laws. The Congress could set the
minimum wage at $10, but without legal
enforcement, little would change.
Instead of aiding the expansion of mi¬
nority rights, Reagan was responsible
for the erosion thereof. As the head of
the executive branch, he is responsible
for those he appoints and their subse¬
quent actions.
He so easily ‘pulled us out of’ the re¬
cession of ’82-’83 with such a lopsided
division of wealth that the gap between
rich and poor is greater than ever. But
the rich were happy, you can see the
polls in all the papers of the time. The
middle class was happy, they too re¬
sponded to the phone polls positively.
The starving cannot afford phones.
In the 1948 Presidential election
newspapers attefnpted to get a jump on
election returns by calling people and
finding out for whom they voted. On the
basis of this information, they promptly
printed that Dewey beat Truman in the
election.
What they didn’t take into consider¬
ation was that Dewey attempted to iden-

tify with the rich, whereas Truman ap¬
pealed to the poor. Since the press con
tacted people by telephone, a luxury
only the rich could afford, they biased
their survey.
Today the press still dotes on the up¬
per and middle classes. People who st¬
arve, say perhaps twenty-two million of
them, are not going to waste resources
on a telephone when they cannot afford
to eat. Reagan, our most popular Presi¬
dent, only appealed to the poor to pull
themselves out of their misery. His only
condolences were in the form of mean¬
ingless platitudes which only served to
denigrate those to whom it might apply.
Reagan’s America, as presented by
that man, does not exist, save in the dis¬
eased imagination of a figurehead who
suffers without contact with reality. He
spent billions of dollars on defense, so
that we can defend our right to subju¬
gate our citizens. This allowed “good
Americans” to desecrate the self-esteem
of millions of fellow citizens personally,
without foreign intervention.
I cannot claim to fully understand liv¬
ing a life under discrimination. I have
never suffered from such prejudices. I
have never had to suffer against the con¬
stant social pressures which exist to
maintain a superior/inferior relation¬
ship. How can I know what it would be
like?
I cannot know, I am not black; I cannot
know, I am not a woman; I cannot
know, I am not homosexual; I cannot
know, I am not Jewish. I can only try to
understand, I cannot know. □
David Aarestad is a columnist for The Stu¬
dent.

Alcohol is too Prominent
To the Editor:
Our work as Chaplains and Religious
Workers at Bates gives us the privilege
of sharing deeply in the concerns and
problems of this community. Our expe¬
rience and our duty impel us to question
the patterns of irresponsible reliance
upon alcohol that, we believe, are
threatening the social fabric of this com¬
munity. •
Our concerns are as follows:
, (1) A healthy, responsible, adult life
does not depend on alcohol. Last year’s
extensive alcohol survey revealed that
90% of the respqndents would like to see
more social events that do not center
around alcohol. Despite this overwhelm¬
ing fact, social life at Bates is still alco¬
hol-centered. While we agree with the
Administration’s position that Bates stu¬
dents are responsible for their own
choices and behavior, we are concerned
about an atmosphere that encourages ir¬
responsible behav.ior, and that is, in fact,
antithetical to .genuine maturity.
(2) Among the many harmful conse¬
quences of present social abuse is the fact
(documented by .last year’s alcohol sur¬
vey) that over, one-tenth of the respon¬
dents indicated that they were “taken
advantage of sexually” while under the
influence of alcohol, and five per cent of

the respondents reported that they had
taken advantage of someone sexually
while under the influence of alcohol.
(3) Respect for law, an essential com¬
ponent of a democratic society, is being
undermined by our policy of unre¬
strained use and unrestricted access to
alcoholic beverages. In addition, the
bonds of character that unite us as a
community are being severed and dis¬
torted.
We therefore call upon the Adminis¬
tration and the Representative Assem¬
bly of Bates College to review the pres¬
ent policy of unrestrained access to alco¬
hol, and to devise policies which
contribute to a healthier, more support¬
ive, more responsible community. Fur¬
thermore, we call upon Chase Hall
Committee and others responsible for
planning social occasions to devote their
creative and financial resources to the
promotion of non-alcohol dependent
events.
Sincerely,
Richard Crocker, College Chaplain
Sol Goodman, Jewish Chaplain
Angelo LeVasseur, Catholic Chaplain
William Cutler, Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship
David Wood, United Baptist Church

STUDENT ESCORT SERVICE
Contact:
Paul Rosenthal,

Coordinator of
Student Activities
Acting Dir. of Security

Lil Charron,

You may stop by the CSA
Office or call 786-6305 to
sign up as an escort.

Help make Bates a safer place.

Trustee Responds to Rapes
To the Editor:
This past weekend I attended the
Trustees Meeting at Bates and experi¬
enced my strong impressions about what
a wonderful environment Bates College
provides. This is garnered from fellow
trustees, faculty, the administrators, but
perhaps most of all from my conversa¬
tions with students.
This impression was substantially
shaken—(but not changed) by the vio¬
lent, sexual attack the previous weekend
on two young women. These attacks
were clearly on the' minds of all with
whom I spoke.
These two young women were suddenly
faced with all of the dilemmas that are
the product of our society. Whether they
prosecute (their choice, but I, for one of
many, hope they will) is such a difficult

decision. It is easy to muster the pros
and cons—and that might as well be
carefully done. But the bottom line is,
that nowhere have I seen such a support¬
ive group as the Bates Community’s ex¬
pression to help these two women.
Yes, people will get hurt; yes, things
will never be quite the same; but never
will there be such support. And the deed
must be dealt with and put away forever
(along with the perpetrator!).
I won’t forget the purple ribbon. I wish
the entire Bates Community, especially
the victims, full success in coping with
this tragedy.
Trish Morse ’60
Professor of Biology
Northeastern University
Board of Fellows, Bates

Welcome to ‘(Vacationland}’

silk long underwear.
3. You believe that on the eighth day
God created L:L. Bean.
4. You’ve heard about Maine’s awe¬
some pro sports teams.
5. You wanted to learn a new way to
mispronounce the English language.
6. You wanted to spend your time
with other fools like yourself who would
come here (“birds of a feather flock to¬
gether”).
7. You’re into culturally enriching
experiences.
8. You actually believe (and this is
truly a scary thought) that Maine “Is
the Way Life Ought to Be.”
9. You like spending quality time at
the Portland Jetport.
10. You’ve always had the burning
desire to be one of the interviewees on'a
Alka Seltzer Plus Cold Medicine com¬
mercial.
Now don’t get me wrong: Maine is a
state of great beauty and I can honestly
say that'you really can’t beat the quality
of snow that we get here. (Not to men¬
tion quantity.) In fact, Maine does have
a lot to offer, like: um . . . urh . . . uh
. . . well, nothing pops to mind right
now, but I’m sure there are plenty of
reasons why we are all spending $18,000
a year while waiting for the parking lots
to be plowed. □
Tina Gibson is a columnist for The Stu¬
dent.

A thought occurred to me this week
and I know I’m not the only one whose
had this thought. WHY THE HELL
WOULD
ANYONE
GO
TO
SCHOOL IN MAINE? (This thought
really did occur to me in capital letters.)
' The more that I thought about it, the
stranger the idea seemed that anyone
would voluntary come to a place like this
for the supposed four best years of their
life. Now, I don’t mean specifically com¬
ing to Bates, but rather coming to
Maine in general. Why, for example,
would you leave Hawaii or Florida or
■Arizona to go to a state like this? “Well.

Tina Gibson
you know this sunshine is just too much
and I really want my skin to look like the
underside of a fish.”
It can’t just be that you like snow, be¬
cause snow is fun for the first three hun¬
dred feet, but after that it gets a little
boring. So here are the reasons that I fi¬
nally eame up with for spending your
higher education in “Vacationland”:
1. You like attending school in a state
that has two seasons: Fourth of July and
winter.
2. Your idea of dressing up is leaving
your duck boots at home and forgoing
your thermal long underwear for your
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FOCUS: OFF CAMPUS STUDIES

Sawyer Explains
JYA/JSA Procedures
by Mark Freeman
and Katherine Reisz
With the March 31 deadline for regis¬
tration of intention to participate in a
Junior Year/Semester Abroad (JYA/
JSA) program approaching quickly,
Stephen Sawyer, associate dean of stu¬
dents and organizer of the JYA pro¬
gram, has his hands full.
Sawyer set the deadline at March 31
for a number of reasons. The primary
reason being that it roughly coincides
with the deadline for sophomores’ major
selection, making it convenient for the
students to figure it into the rest of one’s
academic plans at Bates.
The deadline procedure has only ex¬
isted since last year. Sawyer instituted
it to get students thinking about and
applying for off campus programs well
in advance of application deadlines.
This policy eliminates last minute sum¬
mer and fall decisions. Sawyer explains
that the deadline not only helps students
to plan their college career, but also
helps the Admissions Department in ad¬
mitting students from the waiting list.

of four courses.
In addition, students who go JYA or
JSA must attend Bates Faculty endorsed
programs. If students attend no en¬
dorsed programs then they must take the
time away from Bates officially as a
Leave of Absence (LOA). Sawyer ex¬
plains that the Faculty’s intention in en¬
dorsing programs involves balancing
strong programs with experiences that
do not replicate the Bates experience.
Sawyer will go to Australia this sum¬
mer to evaluate several programs in that
country. An organization that sponsors
a number of programs in Australia will
pay all of his expenses. In the past he has ,
similarly traveled to England.
For students, housing in the foreign
country involves either a dormitory,
apartment, or living in the home of a
family that has agreed to sponsor a JYA/
JSA student. Sawyer highlights the
“good response” in foreign countries
from families wanting to sponsor stu¬
dents. He also notes that living with a
family provides the best way to learn
about a foreign people, because it
“works fast,” to assimilate one “right

Bates Studen

(A) How much did you feel your semester/yeai

Very little

(1)0%
(2)0%
(3)0(
(B) How effective was the Office of Off Campu
with arrangements for your semester/year ;
Not effective (1) 7%

(2) 5%

(C) How helpful were the orientation meetings
experience abroad?
Not helpful

(1)29%

(2)32%

Not worthwhile

(1) 0%

(2) 0%

The Office of Off Campus Studies has
records dating back to 1961 when six
students studied away from Bates. Since
then a faculty/student Committee of Off
Campus Study has evolved which han¬
dles all of the policy decisions for the
Bates program.
While Sawyer makes a recommenda¬
tion for credit transfer from the program
to Bates the final decision always rests
with this faculty committee. Sawyer says
that only “a handful (of students) each
semester” get only partial credit for
their non-Bates course work.
The students take the academic
courses at the university they visit. They
must take the “full course load” at the
university, regardless of how many
courses that involves, in order to receive
credit for Bates’ established “lull load”

into the culture.”
Students who travel to English-speak¬
ing countries generally live in a dormi¬
tory at the foreign university with native
students.
Students must have a GPA of 2.5 or
higher at the time of application in order
to get considered for off campus study.
The Committee of Off Campus Studies
must give their , okay before a student
may participate in a JYA/JSA program.
Those who qualify for financial aid
can have it transferred to a JYA/JSA
program that they go on. Sawyer ex¬
plains that as part of “the Bates traditi¬
on” of making opportunities available to
all students, the faculty sanction pro¬
grams thereby allowing the transfer of fi¬
nancial aid.

■ SEE PROCEDURES, PAGE 12
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Sawyer Gives Details on
Associate Dean of Students and coor¬
dinator of the Bates Off Campus Study
Office Stephen Sawyer finds his job “in¬
teresting, but also a challenge.” He
stresses that his position involves advis¬
ing, not advocating.
Sawyer has now coordinated the off
campus studies program for three years.
“I’m better at it the third year than the
first year,” he explains.
Sawyer points out that he must con¬
tinually inform students not only of the
opportunities abroad, but also those of¬
fered at Bates to “make sure that they’re
aware of all the options. ’ ’ In other words
students must evaluate for themselves
the many pros and cons of studying at
an institution or program away from
Bates.
The positive points of abroad studies
include the obvious academic benefits of
increased fluency in a foreign language,
and knowledge of another culture.
Advocates of the JYA/JSA program,
however, enumerate several other,
though more diffuse benefits, such as
greater self-confidence, risk-taking abili¬
ties, independence, acceptance of other
points of view, and an improved ability
to set long range plans, and to work for
their realization. These features include
only a few of the benefits listed by AFS,
a separate study-abroad program.

Steve Peters photo.

(3)22

(D) How worthwhile would you say your seme

by Mark Freeman

Dean Sawyer heads up the Office of Off Campus Study.

(3) 44

The positive points of
abroad studies include the
obvious academic benefits
of increased fluency in a
foreign
language,
and
knowledge of another cul¬
ture.
However, as Bates’ brochure on offcampus study notes, “Off-campus study
is not without its drawbacks.” The
greatest of these are: 1) separation from
friends, 2) inafiility to participate in ex¬
tracurricular activities at Bates, 3) de¬
creased opportunity to get to know Bates
faculty, and 4) generally lower quality
education.
Participants in the JYA/JSA program
often underestimate the emotional
upheavals associated with “culture

shock” upon arrival in the new foreign
country, and “re-entry shock” when the
students return to the U.S.
Sawyer, sensitive to the need for emo¬
tional support during these stages, holds
receptions for JYA/JSA students prior to
these crucial times. In these meetings,
Sawyer tries to ”. . . explain that what
they feel is normal,” seeking to help the
students accept their situation, and to as¬
sure them that time will improve it.
Sawyer has now assembled a pam¬
phlet that deals with each of these phe¬
nomena. It includes an outline of the
emotional stages through which the long
term traveller passes: arrival in the for¬
eign country engenders a “honey¬
moon” phase of emotional excitement
and anticipation, soon followed by the
“culture shock” stage, where emotional

Return to the U.S. occa¬
sions “re-entry shock,”
where feelings of loneliness
and alienation arise, as in
the “culture shock” stage,
and a feeling that no one
cares or wants to hear
about one’s experiences
abroad also manifests it¬
self.
well-being dips to its lowest point.
Sawyer describes the primary source of
culture shock as in the new culture,
”. . . everything’s different. . . you
don’t have any frame of reference.” He
added that this lack of familiar points of
reference can be “disconcerting,” in¬
tensely so to some individuals, relatively
mild to others.
Culture shock decreases as one enters
the “adjustment” stage, where commu¬
nication skills improve, new friends are
made, and one learns the culture.
After a sufficient time has elapsed, one
enters the “adaptation” stage, where
emotional well-being returns to satisfac¬
tory levels, and the new culture is inter¬
nalized.
Return to the U.S. occasions “re-en¬
try shock,” where feelings of loneliness
and alienation arise, as in the “culture
shock” stage, and a feeling that no one
cares or wants to hear about one’s expe¬
riences abroad also manifests itself.
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FOCUS: OFF CAMPUS STUDIES

dent Survey
r/year abroad added to your education?
(3)0%

(4)5%

(5)95%

A lot

Campus Study in helping you
^year abroad?
(3)44%

(4)29%

by Gary Lombardo

(5)15% Very effective

etings in preparing you for your
(3)22%

(4) 24%

(5) 0% Very helpful

' semester/year abroad was?
(3) 0% (4)3% (5) 97%
Very worthwhile

n JYA/ JSA Hints Before
You Go

Returning JYA/JSA students
. .
have new skills, but there’s no recogni¬
tion of them,” said Sawyer. In the pam¬
phlet, Sawyer organized, this common
reaction was likewise cited: “I learned
so much, I changed so much, but no¬
body seems to care.”
Another cause of re-entry shock is the
inevitable “lowering of status” inherent
in one’s return to the U.S.: “Abroad
they are an international traveller. . .
there’s an independence involved,” said
Sawyer, while when they return, they
return to their parents or other authorit¬
ies, reduced also from the status of a
unique traveller to one of a herd of 1500
similar college students.
Sawyer noted another ramification of
re-entry shock: “One of the wonderful
things about study abroad. . . is that (the
students) learn about the United
States.”
But this new perspective does not nec¬
essarily yield positive insights into
American culture, as Sawyer observes,
“They’re troubled by things they’d
been oblivious to before. . . (they feel
that) . . . Americans are rushed. . . (stu¬
dents are). . . unsure of why we need
twenty-five brands of toilet paper. . . it’s
so wasteful. . . and so superficial that
people make distinctions.”
The depth of these emotional prob¬
lems associated with study abroad obvi¬
ously vary from person to person. For
those who overcome them, however,
JYA/JSA programs represent a great
opportunity for personal growth, both
academically and personally.
Sawyer noted that if one has a positive
overall experience abroad, then one
often becomes aware of the tremendous
academic options available at Bates.
Sawyer feels that Bates neglects a
great resource through other students’
tendency not to recognize the experi¬
ences of those who have travelled
abroad.
“I urge people to go call (former
participants), ... to talk to them ... to
help out students considering (the pro¬
gram),” said Sawyer. He also advises
JYA students to, “utilize and draw
upon their experience and share that
with the community.” On can obtain
names and addresses of former JYA/
JSA participants on and off campus in
Dean Sawyer’s office, Lane Hall room

101.

□

Bates Students Enjoy
Wide Range of
Off Campus Study

by Katherine Reisz
Passport Photos—The News Bureau
will take these for you at a lower price
than local photography businesses. Lo¬
cated at 21 Lane Hall they also offer
convenience, but you will need to wait
several weeks to get the prints. Make
sure you purchase a whole slew (half
dozen, plus) of these; you will need them
again and again.
International Student Identity Card
(ISIC) — Bring $10 and a passport
photo to the Travel Agency in Chase
Hall and they will issue you this card on
the spot. The ISIC will serve as identifi¬
cation for student discounts.
Money—Take credit cards and trav¬
elers checks along with some local cur¬
rency.
Luggage—Decide what essentials you
need to take and then take only a
THIRD!! Pack your luggage and try
taking a half hour walk—if it’s difficult,
take less. Backpacks are a good choice
for easy transportation and leave your
hands free. Also be sure to take and use
a money belt.

Information — Talk to other students
who have gone on your program or vis¬
ited your country. The Office of Off
Campus Studies has a list of names and
evaluations for many programs. Also,
write to consulates for information and
read a few travel guides before you go
(but only take one or two with you—The
Let’s Go series is probably the best for
students).

Language —- If you do not know the
language or local dialect try to learn a
few key phrases before you arrive.
Drugs — Many countries have far
harsher laws and penalties (even the
death penalty) for illegal drug possession
and/or use. According to the U.S. De¬
partment of State, “Of all Americans
arrested abroad on drug charges in
1986, marijuana was involved in 52% of
the cases. Of these, 73% possessed one
ounce or less of the substance ”

A vast range of opportunities exist for
the Bates student who would like to
study abroad. The Junior Year Abroad
(JYA), Bates fall semester abroad, and
Junior Semester Abroad (JSA) pro¬
grams include nearly every country in
the world.
All the information needed on these
programs can be found in the Office of
the Dean of Students in Lane Hall. If a
student is thinking about studying
abroad, a student should start research¬
ing early.
Before traveling abroad, preparation
is necessary to ensure a safe and enjoy¬
able trip.
Additional information on these topics
can be found in the brochure entitled,
“Study Abroad Handbook” in Dean
Sawyer’s office.
Presently, Bates students are studying
at a number of colleges and universities
in Europe, Asia Australia, Africa, North
America and South America. The coun¬
tries that make up this mixture include
the United States, Canada, Austria,
Netherlands, Scotland, England, Den¬
mark, France, Spain, Italy, Greece,
Sweden, Ireland, Germany, Switzer¬
land, Australia, Cameroon, Zimbabwe,
Ecuador, Nepal, Japan, Israel, and
China.
The students in these countries have a
large variety of majors, and did not nec¬
essarily know how to speak the language
of the hosting country. All the programs
to these countries are not run through
Bates. In fact, most are run through
other colleges and universities around
the United States.
Several of these colleges and universi¬

ties have produced video tapes to pro¬
vide some insight to travel opportunit¬
ies. The tapes can be found in the Ladd
Library Audio Area.
For JYA andJSA programs, there are
three general types of programs avail¬
able. The first is direct enrollment in a
foreign university. Students skilled in a
foreign language may enroll directly.
The second is foreign-study programs
sponsored by another American college.
Hundreds of year and semester long
programs from other universities in the
United States exist for Bates students.
The third type is privately organized
programs. Several private organizations
arrange travel abroad programs.
Bates fall semester abroad programs
include the China Consortium in Beij¬
ing, the ISLE program in Sri Lanka,
and an alternation between France and
another country. These programs are
limited to only Bates students, with ap¬
proximately half being freshmen.
The specialized programs in the
United States and Canada are available
to Bates students, and include the Wash¬
ington Semester Program in Washing¬
ton D.C., the Williams College-Mystic
Seaport Program in Connecticut, and
exchange programs with McGill Uni¬
versity in Montreal and Washington
and Lee University in Virginia.
Many opportunities to expand one’s
mind exist for Bates students. As Mark
Twain once said, “Travel is fatal to
prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-minded¬
ness, and many of our people need it
sorely on these accounts. Broad, whole¬
some, charitable views of men and
things cannot be acquired by vegetating
in one corner of the earth all one’s li¬
fetime. ” □

Other Schools Differ
in Their Policies
by Tabitha Sparks
The programs different colleges and
universities offer for Junior Year
Abroad, and their respective procedures
and requirements vary' from one to
another. Interviews with Bowdoin Col¬
lege, Boston University, Dartmouth
College, and University of Vermont
showed that the main contrast in J.Y.A.
programs is the degree to which the par¬
ticular college is involved in the process
of applying to foreign study.
At Bowdoin, over 125 J.Y.A. pro¬
grams have been approved for transfer
of credit. From this approved program
list, application is a routine matter.
There is no minimum G.P.A. required
for foreign study (while at Bates a stu¬
dent must have a 2.5 G.P.A.); each in¬
dividual is considered at Bowdoin ac¬
cording to the specifications of the pro¬
gram he has chosen. The exchanges
from the approved list are all affiliated
with other colleges and universities, but
Bowdoin has its own exchange with the
University of Dundee, in Scotland.
Boston University sponsors over 16
foreign study programs, and exchanges
from other universities to which one
may apply. The student must have a 3.0
G.P.A. in his major, and he is inter¬
viewed either by a committee or by the
appropriate language professor for a lan¬
guage program.
The application for J.Y.A. for B.U.
programs is much like the initial applica¬
tion a prospective freshman uses: it con¬

sists of two essays, recommendations,
and the B.U. transcript from the first
two years of college.
Junior Year Abroad is not a program
available at Dartmouth College. Be¬
cause Dartmouth operates on the quar¬
ter system, the 44 programs offered by
the college are for the fall or winter se¬
mesters. 44 Dartmouth exchanges gen¬
erally suffice for any student wanting to
go abroad; to France, for example, there
are 9 programs to choose from.
The determining factors a student
would choose from, between the pro¬
grams, are the location in France and
the level of the language study. The ap¬
plication, which includes 2 letters of rec¬
ommendation by Dartmouth faculty, is
submitted and judged by the Depart¬
ment sponsoring the program.
At the University of Vermont, the
student interested in studying abroad is
more or less dependent on his own ini¬
tiative. The University does offer infor¬
mation meetings on foreign study, and
has an approved list of credit-transferable programs; but, as there are no
U.V.M. sponsored programs, students
must seek out the program best suited
to their level of language study and/or
major.
Any student other than a freshman,
with a minimum of a 2.5 G.P.A., is eli¬
gible for foreign study. While at Dart¬
mouth the application deadline for 1990
(fall) and 1991 (winter) programs was
February 3rd, at U.V.M. a student
need only apply 3-4 months in advance
of his intended departure date.D
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“30% of the (present) senior class has
studied abroad,” said Sawyer, adding
that a full 37 % of this year’s junior class
is involved in study-abroad programs.
Already this academic year Sawyer has
spoken with 140 sophomores about
studying abroad next year.
While this figure seems large, Sawyer
reminds prospective JYA participants of
the opposite side of the coin; that 63%,
a majority, do not study abroad. Sayer
hopes to prevent students from making
any ill-advised decisions based on the

fact that, “everyone else is doing it.”
While Sawyer says he would like to
cite the increasing interest in study
abroad to “better information from (his)
office,” he suspects that an increased in¬
terest in internationalism on the part of
both students and parents has caused the
increased interest in study abroad.
Sawyer acts exclusively as the orga¬
nizer, and not a promoter, of the JYA/
JSA program: “My stand is neutral,”
he said, ”... for some students it makes
sense, for others it doesn’t. . . the stu¬
dents must make the choice. . . “ □

Only for student American Express Cardmembers.
■ 10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT—with

Apply for the American Express® Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape.
American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
travel privileges on Northwest-exclusively
for student Cardmembers:

your own personalized discount card, valid
through January 1991 on all Northwest and
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student
certificates and other certificates,
promotional or special status airfares.)

■ CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE

■ 2,500 BONUS MILES TOWARDS FREE TRAVEL—

of two $118 roundtrip tickets—to

when you enroll in Northwest’s WorldPerks®
Free Travel Program.

many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig¬
uous United States served by Northwest.
Each certificate is good for a six-month
period, and they will arrive within six
•weeks after you receive the Card. Current
Cardmembers will automatically receive
their $118 certificates by March 15,1990
provided they are still full time students?

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.

speed the process.)
Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Cardmem¬
ber you’ll enjoy all the exceptional benefits
and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
So don’t miss out on a world of great
experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for
the Card. And start packing!

Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, and talk to us. We’ll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately. (If you have your banking
information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help

Membership Has Its Privileges®

APPLY TODAY

irtiHEBKSiSil TTCAyEL
bess RELATED

1-800-942-AMEX

SERVICES
in American Express company

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

*If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please send your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Express, P.O. Box 35029,
Attn: Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes
may be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when'you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date. Travel may not be available
between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates and
other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. ©1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS® CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.
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Sports_
Bobcats Bounce All Over Opponents
by Michael Evans
With an impressive 11-4 record to
date, the Bates women’s basketball team,
invades Connecticut this weekend with
games tonight at Trinity and tomorrow
at Wesleyan. The squad, riding a fourgame winning streak, seems headed for
their second straight ECAC tournament
appearance.
Last Monday, Bates trekked to the
University of Maine at Farmington for
an evening showdown. The lead
switched hands eight times in the slug¬
gish first Half. The biggest lead either
team could muster was Bates’ five-point
half time margin, 29-24.
Bates kept the overmatched Beavers
in the game with 30 percent shooting
from the field. The talented Amy Schrag
’91 lead the Bobcats with 11 points.
The game remained tight in the sec¬
ond half with Farmington managing sin¬
gle-digit leads for the first 10 minutes.
With the score tied at 54, Bates cranked
up the intehsity. With pressure defense
and accurate shooting, the Bobcats
opened up a 24-6 run and won, 78-60.
Junior Julie Roche tallied 22 secondhalf markers, finishing with a game-high
26. Schrag was the only other Bobcat in
double figures with 20. Senior Rachel
Clayton collected 12 rebounds and fresh¬
man Cindy Ordway pickpocketed Far¬
mington with five steals.
Coach Marsha Graef commented,
“The last 15 minutes in the second half
we played like we should. The team
played with intensity and hopefully this
will continue in Connecticut this
weekend.”
February : 3, the women hosted
Thomas College in Alumni Gym. The
Bobcats erupted early, surging ahead
14-2. Sophomore Leigh-Ann Smith

gathered 10 points during the run.
Thomas came back, however, and ac¬
tually took the lead 34-33 with two min¬
utes left in the half. The Bobcats scored
the last five points before intermission
and entered the locker room ahead, 3834.
Thomas put together a 14-3 run in the
first four minutes of the second half to
go up, 48-41. Due to Clayton’s 14 sec¬
ond half points, the Bobcats rallied to tie
the score at 56 with just over 10 minutes
remaining. Roche, Clayton, and Shibles
then took over, scoring 18 of Bates’ last
20 points.
With Bates ahead 72-71, Thomas had
the ball and a chance to win the game in
the last 20 seconds. However, the visi¬
tors missed three jumpers and a 1-and-l
opportunity, necessitating fouling Clay¬
ton. She calmly stuck both ends of her
1-and-l with two seconds remaining. A
second later, Shibles added another to
make the score 76-71.
The versatile Bates’ attack saw 5 play¬
ers enter double figures. Shibles led the
way with 21, followed by Clayton and
Smith with 14 each. Schrag added 11
and Roche contributed 10 for the night.
Roche ended the game as high reboun¬
der with 15 followed by Smith with 10.
Schrag contributed six assists to the win¬
ning cause.
Bates avenged an earlier season loss to
conference rival Colby on January 31.
Highlighting the 69-64 victory was Ro¬
che’s school record-tying 36 point per¬
formance.
“We’re really playing well right
now,”" commented co-capfain Shibles,
“if we continue doing the necessary
things, like playing tough defense, mini¬
mizing turnovers, and hitting foul shots
(65-80, or 81% over the last three
games), we should fare well in the
ECAC’s.”D.

Running Like the Wind
by Mike Leahy
On Saturday February 2nd, the Bates
College women’s indoor track team
turned the Merrill Gymnasium into a
bank as they cashed in on their weeks of
hard training by capturing the C.B.B.
Invitational. However, this does not
even begin to describe what the Bobcats
achieved. Eleven athletes established
personal records, seven qualified for the
ECAC championships, four qualified
for the open New England Champion¬
ships, and one set a new school record!
And as if all this is not enough, the
Bates Women won the meet in a “barn
burning” finish by sweeping the last two
relays. Had they not beaten Colby in
either of these events, they would have
not won the meet. Other schools com¬
peting in the meet included: Lowell,
Bowdoin, and Smith.
In the 20 lb. weight throw, four Batesies placed high in the standings. Lynn
Barker ’92, Candace Poiss ’92; Lee Ann
Holte ’92, and Tamara Lee ’93 took sec¬
ond, third, fourth, and seventh respec¬
tively. All four girls established personal
records, while Barker and Holte quali¬
fied for the ECAC championships.
With a jump of 31 feet two inches,
Junior Rebecca Farr achieved her per¬
sonal record, qualified for the New En¬
gland Division III championships, and
placed fourth in the meet.
In the shot put competition, Bates’
own, Lynn Barker set a new school rec¬
ord with a put of 35 feet seven and one
half inches and gave her first place in the

meet. Allison Quinby ran to a first place
time in the 600 yard run with a time of
1:32.44, thus qualifying her for the
ECAC Championships, and setting a
new personal record.
The 1500 meter run saw Bates star Romalda Clark blaze to yet another victory
with an impressive time of 4:43.04,
which qualified her for the Open New
England Championships. Not far be¬
hind was Andrea Elder, who ran a per¬
sonal best time of 4:49.12, took third
place, and qualified for the ECAC
Championships.
Maria Kourebanas ’90 and Kelly Fra¬
zier ’93 took second and third respec¬
tively in the 55 meter hurdles. Koureba¬
nas’s time of 9.00 seconds qualified her
for the Open New England Champion¬
ships, while Frazier’s time of 9.33 sec¬
onds was a personal best and qualified
her for the ECAC meet.
In the 400 meter dash, Freshman An¬
gela DiGeorge captured first place with
a time of 61.99 seconds. In the 800 me¬
ter run, four Bates runners placed high
enough to score points.
Wendy Harper and Andrea Elder ran
personal bests and took third and fourth
respectively in the 1000 yd. run. Both of
their times qualified them for the ECAC
meet. Also running well for Bates was
Barbara Tilton ’93, who took eighth
place.
As a result of the 200 meter dash, Bates
runner DiGeorge earned top honors.
Her fifth place time of 27.78 seconds was
her fastest of the season. Romalda Clark
■ SEE WOMEN’S TRACK, PAGE 15

Cindy Ordway '92 blocks out attacker in a recent game against Thomas College.
Pirn photo.

Scott

Bates Ski Team,
King of the Mountain
by Peter Carr
*
The Bates men’s and women’s ski
teams showed consistency as they both
skied to 7th place finishes at the Univer¬
sity of Vermont Ski Carnival. They fin¬
ished just behind St. Lawrence College
for the second consecutive-week.
“I am generally pleased with our con¬
sistent skiing and ability to score team
points,” noted Coach Bob Flynn. “I’m
just waiting for us to turn the corner and
reach a little higher into our potential.”
Overall, the men’s team garnered 185
total points in combined cross-country
and downhill events. Don Medd ’91
once again led the nordic team, and con¬
tinued to show power and endurance en
route to a 17th place finish, good enough
for additional NCAA qualifying points,
in the 20k freestyle.
On the steeper slopes, Jere Calmes
’92 continued to pace the Bobcats.
Calmes, who finished 7th in the slalom
two weeks ago at St. Lawrence, took
24th in the slalom and 25th in the giant
slalom. Captain Chris Fisher ’91 added
points with 38th and 43rd place finishes
in the same events. Adding to the list,
Joe Safar ’92 took 26th in the slalom.
The women also displayed some
strong skiing as the two squads teamed
up for a total of 202 points. For the third
consecutive week, the women’s nordic
team has paced the Bobcats. Senior Deb
King led the pack with a 26th place fin¬

ish in the 5k classical race; while the
freshman trio of Anna Louise Englund,
Kristy Gould and Laurel Stone put in
the best performances of the day taking
17th, 21st and 22nd respectively in the
15k event.
»

“I am generally pleased
with our consistent skiing
and ability to score team
Points.” —Coach
Bob Flynn
In the downhill events, captain Vicki
Gellert ’92 lead the squad with 26th and
31st place finishes in the slalom and gi¬
ant slalom. Beth Widmann ’92 took 31st
and 26th respectively in the same two
events while Mooey Nolan ’92 skied to
a strong 25th in the slalom.
‘ ‘ I was very pleased again with the ef¬
forts of the freshman women in the
cross-country races who I thought
turned in the most impressive perform¬
ances on the day. 1 think the rest of the
team will also advance to higher finishes
and am just waiting for some of our ski¬
ers to reach the top ten spot.”
Currently, Bates ranks 5th and 6th in
the latest men’s and women’s Eastern
Intercollegiate Ski Association poll and
will have a chance to improve this week¬
end at the Dartmouth Ski Carnival in
Hanover and Lyme, N.H. □
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Bobcats Sink Beavers, Lose Battle With Huskies
by Andy Cerillo
Bring your broom to Alumni Gymna¬
sium on February 28, when the Men’s
Basketball team will once again face
Colby College, and quest for a sweep
over their arch-rival. This game will also
be the Bobcats’ season finale. The only
other remaining home contest is against
Connecticut College on February 24.
Coming off last week’s stunning upset
over the Mules, the Bobcats returned
home and defeated Babson College last
Saturday. Babson came into the game
ranked among the best in New England
Division III Men’s Hoop, and left with
a decisive loss. As a result, they became .
the second top-10 victim to the Bates at¬
tack.
Paced by Sophomore Sean McDonagh’s game-high 25 points, Bates
crushed the Beavers, 89-69. As a team,
the Bobcats shot almost 62% from the
field, their best this season. Jake Murray
’92, Erik Johnson ’90 and Darrell Akins
’92 also scored in double-figures on the
afternoon. From the line, Bates shot a
season-high 91.3%, hitting 21-of-23.
Babson mustered only a lowly 28-for-64
from the floor, and was plagued by 18
turnovers.
Last Monday, the University of
Southern Maine rolled into Alumni, and
it appeared that the Bobcats would pull
off another upset. Having won five .of
their last six contests, the Huskies
entered the game in search of their sec¬
ond straight Little East Conference’title.
USM leads the, series between the two
schools, 13-5, including a 91-67 win in
Gorham last season.
The game began as an air-raid, as the
Huskies jumped out to a 20-4 lead with

14:41 remaining in the first half. Center
Tim Bonsant ’91 and Forward Jeff St.
Laurent ’93 led the Southern Maine at¬
tack, combining for 41 points. However,
the Bobcats fought back and only trailed
44-40 at the half.
Back on the floor, Darrell Akins
sunk a three-point shot from the left out¬
side to give the Bobcats a 45-44 advan¬
tage with 18:23 left. The ’Cats then
went on a shooting spree, increasing
their lead to 62-50 as the clock wound
past the 13 minute mark. USM was not
finished, however, as the Huskies went
on a 14-2 tear to knot the score at 64.
From that point on, Bates could not con¬
tain the Huskies and allowed USM to
put the game out of reach. The final
score stood at 82-75.
.
During the game, Captain Erik John¬
son ’90 surpassed the 1,000-point mark,
scoring the magic hoop on a free throw.
Only 12 other Bates players in history
have achieved this goal. In recognition,
the capacity crowd gave Johnson a
standing ovation. A second-year starter
from Nottingham,. New Hampshire,
E.J. is averaging 11.5 points per game
and currently stands at 195 points on the
season.
Tim Collins ’92 and Darrell Akins
each scored 15 points against the
Huskies. Sean McDonagh, who led
Bates scorers with 18 points, still leads
the squad in scoring and rebounding,
averaging 15,8 points per game. Jake
Murray leads the state in field-goal per¬
centage, shooting 68.9%. Murray also
ranks among the top 10 nationally in this
category.
The Bobcats, now 8-9, travel to Con¬
necticut this weekend, where they will
face Trinity and Wesleyan. □

Blades of Steel
by Evan Silverman
They play in the Central Maine
Youth Center and are coached by the
not so legendary Yvon Pellerin, who is
better known for his car washing busi¬
ness in Lewiston than his position be¬
hind the bench.
They don’t have a schedule, games are
arranged on the spur of the moment,
and they arrive at their games in a pack
of car pools, not1 in a team bus. And,
considering that most-.of the players en¬
ter and exit the ice through the door
when changing shifts,.one might not ex¬
pect much of the Bates College Club
Hockey team.
Yet, this ragged bunch of guys, who
never practice, have posted a five and
three record thus far this season, despite
their often sporadic play. In a game
where the final score was hot indicative
of the contest, the team first demolished
the University of Maine' at Farmington
(UMF) 7-5 and then several days later
were shut down by the very same squad
3-1.
The primary reason for this inconsist¬
ency can be attributed.to the fact that the
team is unable to afford ice time to prac¬
tice. In addition, defenseman Craig Shibley ’90, who played for the R.P.I. Var¬
sity team before transferring to Bates,
and is generally regarded as theiBobcats’
best player, often misses games because
of other commitments.
The team is captained by center John
Forbes ’90, who is part of an.upstart of¬
fense comprised of the likes of John Oest
’92, Joel Bines ’92, and John Bernard
’92. Scott Kelliher ’92 also plays offense,
but can help out on defense when stal¬
wart players Andrew Abraham ’92, Pete
Carlisle.’91 and Mark Gwihn ’92 need

the rest.
Bob Provencal ’93 has tended the
Bobcat goal in all of the games, save a
five-minute stint in the first UMF game
and has for the most part done an excel¬
lent job. His “goals against average” is
just under four, which is not a bad num¬
ber considering the focal point of their
games tends to be offense.
While some may think that Dave Gervais, the popular employee with the
mustache in Bates’-commons has a hand
in the coaching, the truth of the matter
is that Pellerin is in total control. Dave
helps things run smoothly'on the bench
by opening’the doors and passing water
bottles to the players.
Formerly a coach at the St. Dominic s
school in Lewiston from 1975-1980, Pel¬
lerin volunteers his time to help the Bob¬
cats. Described as a “great player and
good skillsman” by Kelliher, Pellerin
orchestrates the line changes and does
some coaching. Unfortunately, he be¬
comes limited in his options because the
team does not .practice.
Like most college hockey games,
fighting is nowhere to be found. Sadly
enough, the reason for its absence can
not be attributed to the player’s mild
mannered tempers. Rather, they all
wear facemasks, which when punched
do nothing but break hands. Bates still
has its share of chippy players, most no¬
tably . defenseman Howie Young ’91.
According to Provencal, Young is the
team’s “resident goon because he leads
the.team in penalty minutes.”
Laden with Sophomores and five
Freshmen, the team looks promising for
the future. As Freshman offenseman
Gary
Lombardo eloquently said,
“W.e’re going to. kick some butt in the
future.” Surprisingly, he’s right.□
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Captain Erik Johnson '90 broke 1,000 point mark.

Scott Pirn photo.

Ski Report
This coming weekend, the Outing
Club is sponsoring a trip to Sugarloal,
“The Maine Mountain.” For those ot
vou who have the time, this is the perfect
opportunity to get out on the slopes.
The weather has been great, mid-20’s to
rnid-30’s, and the ski conditions'
couldn’t be better.
With 61 trails operating and seven
lifts open, Sugarloaf is almost open to
full capacity. Trail conditions range
from powder to packed powder and
eight new inches of snow have recently
been reported. The mountain also has
its share of bumps for those more ad¬

vanced skiers. According to one of the
ski instructors at Sugarloaf, the skiing is
“exceptionally good” and “the best
they have seen in New England.”
As for Sunday River, they too report
both powder and packed powder condi¬
tions with bumps on many of the trails
like Agony and White Heat. The’tem¬
peratures have been in the 30’s and the
projected forecast is for more of the
same. Nine lifts remain in operation and
60 trails are open. A Hot Air Balloon
Festival will take place this weekend and
will feature music and lots of funlCS

TAN ’N’ TRIM
1 25 Center St., Auburn
(Across From McDonalds)

783-8422
_

_

BATES
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-PLUS• Motorized Passive Isometrics
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_Don’t just look good . . . LOOK GREAT!!!
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SPORTS

The Joys of Jumping,
Sweating, and Twisting
You are running down the field, feel¬
ing a bit stiff from the cold air and sud¬
denly you pull a muscle in your leg. Per¬
haps you should have stretched longer,
or maybe you did.not stretch, properly?
All you know is that the back of your leg
feels as if someone just pulled it 90 de¬
grees in the wrong direction.
In order to reduce the risk of injury,
many high school, college, and profes¬
sional coaches have introduced aerobic
exercise into their daily workout. By
scheduling a half hour to an hour a day
for aerobics, the number of pulled mus¬
cles and aching backs can be alleviated,
and the athletes will be more relaxed.
Some coaches prefer to save the aero¬
bics until the end of the workout, while
others feel that starting off with the exer¬
cises helps athletes to be more flexible—
especially il it is late autumn or the be¬
ginning of spring when practices are still
outside in the chilly air.

Kim Small
From personal experience, my high
school soccer coach considered the bene¬
fits of aerobics to be greater at the end of
practice. In order to improve the team’s
endurance level, he scheduled an aero¬
bic workout at the end of each practice.
One controversy about aerobics is
that some people believe that all the
jumping around causes damage to the
ankles and knees. The impact with the
floor can be very trying on your joints.
As a result of this concern, many fitness
centers have incorporated low impact
aerobics into their programs.
Another alternative to help reduce in¬
jury is buying proper shoes. In today’s
consumer market, finding a shoe you
like should not be a problem. Your big¬
gest difficulty might be in finding a
brand of shoe that matches the latest
spandex outfit. Today, the popularity of
exercising has led to entire lines of cloth¬
ing specifically designed for areas such
as aerobics.
For those of you who do not wish to
spend an hour breathing heavily and
sweating, you can try one of the alterna¬
tive forms of aerobics. The 80’s intro¬
duced us to new forms of aerobics from

Yogaerobics to Wateraerobics, both of
which are less vigorous than the basic
aerobic dance routine.
Yogaerobics combines Yoga, a more
relaxing form of stretching, with aero¬
bics, while Wateraerobics combines aer¬
obics with water to create a less stressful
form of exercise. Although you can get
a great workout from W’ateraerobics, it
tends to be less exhausting, than regular
aerobics because of the low impact pro-,
vided by the water. It is like synchro¬
nized swimming that you see in the
Olympics, but less tiring.
Along with these new exercise ideas,
are videos that you can watch in your
own home. They have every type of self¬
teaching exercise, from how to benefit
from walking each day, to specific ways
of shaping up thighs or buttocks. The
world of aerobics has really progressed
since its beginning.
Whatever you decide, you will find that
although aerobics is work, it can be both
rewarding and fun. With upbeat music
and energetic instructors, an aerobics
class can be a worthwhile experience.
Although you might be tired after an
hour of constant movement, you should
have had a productive workout.
Although aerobics has been around for
quite a while, using it as part of other
sports programs is a fairly new idea. At
Bates, aerobics has become very popular
with the help of Sophomores Amy Erick¬
son and Catherine Bohn. Two nights a
week, Erickson and Bohn offer students
a chance to break away from their stud¬
ies and let loose for an hour of vigorous
exercise.
The music is fresh and those students
who still have gym requirements to fill
can use this aerobic program for credit.
What better way to pass phys-ed and
have fun doing it? Aerobics not only in¬
creases flexibility, but improves endur¬
ance and coordination.
So, if many of your teammates or
players complain about injuries all the
time, or spend half the season in the
trainer’s room, tell them to go buy a pair
of Reebok aerobic shoes and be pre¬
pared to do something new at practice
on Monday. By the way, aerobics isn’t
just for women! □

SCOREBOARD
Sport

Day

Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
Men’s Swimming
Women’s Swimming
Men’s Track
Women’s Track
Men’s Squash
Women’s Squash
Skiing
Men’s Hockey

Monday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Weekend
Saturday

Track

■ TRACK, FROM PAGE 13
continued her “winning ways” by cap¬
turing the 3000 meter dash in 10:02:53,
which qualifies her for the Open New
England Championships.
Here is where the fun began. After all
these events, the Bates women trailed
Colby by such a margin that they
needed to finish ahead of them in both
of the last two events in order to win the
meet. The two crucial events were the
4x400 meter relay and the 4x800 meter
relay. So what did the Bobcats do? . . .
They crushed everyone by winning both
relays, thus earning them the whole can

Results
v.USM 82-75(L) '
v.UM.Farmington 78-60(W)
v.Tufts 163-80(L)
v.Tufts 157-83(L)
Maine St.Championships 2nd place
CBB Invitational 1st place
v.Tufts 1-8(L)
v.Colby 6-3(L)
UVM Ski Carnival 7th placefM and W)
v.Bridgeton Academy 13- 1(L)

of worms—the CBB championship.
The 4x400 team consisted of Kim
Hall’92, Quinby, DiGeorge, and Fra¬
zier, while the 4x800 team was compro¬
mised of Clark, Harper ’90, Elder ’92,
and Pendergast ’91.
Coach Carolyn Court has to be con¬
tent with the performance of her team
in this meet. After all, the Bates women
walked out of Merrill Gymnasium with
a CBB championship, personal and
school records, and the image in their
minds of a bunch of unhappy and
stunned Mules making their way back to
Colby College. □

Positive Attitude
Keeps Bobcats Alive

Kate Tilney ’92 makes a quick move to the ball.

by Becky Farr
Playing two matches this past week,
the Bates women squash team had quite
busy schedule. On Wednesday, they
faced the Bowdoin team. Bates finished
with no points while Bowdoin accumu¬
lated nine. On Saturday, they faced
Tufts women and again lost. In the end,
the score stood at one point for Bates,
eight for Tufts.
Joanne Walton ’90, the number four
player, scored the only point for the
Bobcats; she won three games and lost
two, leaving the match as a winner.
Kristin Stewart ’90, Bates number one
player, lost her match three to two in
overtime of the last game. Katherine
Tilney ’92, the number two player,
Pamela Wunderlich ’91, the number
three player, Leyla Morrissey ’92, the
number eight player, and Zola Porter
93 all lost their matches one game to
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three.
Despite the losses, Coach Herbert
Bunker is not disappointed in his team.
He believes they are a good team “try¬
ing hard and all playing their best, they
are just playing teams that are tougher
than them.”
When asked if injuries have contrib¬
uted to his losing record of three wins
and eight losses, he said they were carry
ing a full squad. He laughed, claiming
that “squash is a sport which causes very
few injuries; most of his players’ injur¬
ies, when they do get them, come from
somewhere else.”
The women travel to Colby on Tues
day and then they head for Yale on Sat¬
urday to play in the Howe Cup competi¬
tion. Coach Bunker looks forward to this
as a possible winning weekend. They
will play five of the eight teams present.
He declared that “we have a good
chance, we’re playing teams of equal
calibre. ”D

Looking for a way
to keep moving
toward your
educational goals
during the
summer months?
With 7-week, 4-week and 6-week course sessions and
numerous special institutes, USM can assist you with
quality academic experiences!
Registration begins March 19 and will continue through
the beginning of each session.
For more information, contact Summer Session,
University of Southern Maine, 96 Falmouth Street,
Portland, Maine 04103, or call (207) 780-4076
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SPORTS

Men’s Track Prepares for Challenges
vidual performances on Saturday. Sen¬
ior Co-Captain Dave Weatherbie won
the 1500m in a time of 3:58.7, beating
his own personal record by :08; he also
Last weekend, the Men’s track team
finished second in the 1000m (2:38.61).
traveled to Colby for the Maine State
The other Senior Co-Captain Ted
Championships. The meet included
Dixon won the 1000m (2:37.66). Mark
teams from the University of Maine/OrThompson ’91 won his third State
ono, Bowdoin, and Colby. Bates far out¬
Championship in as many years in the
classed its Division III opponents by ac- . 800m (1:56.92).
cumulating 53 points, compared to 19
In the 5000m, Bates’ runners finished
for Bowdoin and 13 for Colby. The Uni¬
first and second. Bob Sprague ’92 won
versity of Maine, a Division I school
the event in a time of 16:07 and Jason
with many more participants than Bates,
Yaffe ’93 came in second. The team of
won the meet with 103 points.
Mike Leahy ’93, Mike Clarke ’91,
Coach Slovenski comments that, “The
Mark Thompson ’91, and Ted Dixon
teams only two losses this year have
’90 won the 4X800m relay.
come at the hands of Div. I schools,
The track team also had a great day
UNH and UMO. We have far outdis¬
in several field events. Nat Wheatley
tanced other Div. Ill schools.” He also
’91 set a personal record in the 351bs.
points out that Bates was the last team
weight competition. In the pole vault,
to defeat UMO at the Maine State
Wes Shim ’93 came in second at 13’6”
Championships in 1983, since then the
and Scott Peura ’91 had a vault of
Bobcats have taken second every year.
13’0”. According to Coach Slovenski,
There were many outstanding indi¬
“The team had an outstanding day at
by Ben Drew and Becky Farr

the track on Saturday.”
Recently, the Bates Men’s Track team
faced a field of eighty plus teams at Bos¬
ton University in the Terrier Classic
Track Meet. Coach Walter Slovenski
called it “a showcase of all three divi¬
sions.”
According to Slovenski, Division I
highlights included Temple University
and Penn State. His runners added Villanova to the list of competitive teams in
Division I. Their coach then went on to
mention Southern Connecticut and
Springfield as Division II stand outs,
while proudly pointing to Brandeis and
Bates as the shining stars of Division III.
The meet this weekend was non-scor¬
ing which seemed to please Coach Slo¬
venski. He called it a “no pressure meet
on a fast track” claiming that his run¬
ners had “the best work out of the year
today (Monday, January 29) because of
the fast track.”
Coach Slovenski happily commented
that many of his runners achieved per¬

sonal records while eight runners quali¬
fied for the New England Division III
competition. Qualifiers included Chris
Barbin ’93, and Jim Dellafiora ’93 in the
500 meter run, Ted Dixon ’90, Mike
Leahy ’93, and Mark Thompson ’91 in
the 800 meter run, Wesley Shim ’93 in
the pole vault, Dave Weatherbie ’90 in
the 1500 meter run, and a record setting
4 x 400 meter relay team of Barbin ’93,
Dixon ’90, Thompson ’91 and Jamie
O’Brien ’91. Leahy ’93 also qualified
for E.C.A.C. competition.
This weekend the track team travels to
Tufts University. Bates will face tough
challenges from two perennial track
powers, Tufts and Brandeis. “This is a
good test for us, before we head into post
season events,” remarked Coach Slo¬
venski. The team will be strengthened
this week by the return of Senior Bill Binan, who was injured last week. Bates
has yet to lose to a Division III opponent
and will put their streak on the line Sat¬
urday in Boston. □

Swimmers Qualify for New Englands
by Grace Murphy
Despite losing 163-80 to the powerful
Tuft’s Jumbos, the Bates’ men’s swim
team set 12 season’s bests and qualified
three more individuals for the New En¬
glands. Comments head coach Mulholland, “Tufts is in the top two or three
ranked teams in New England, and we
swam very well against them.”
Bates gained the most points in the
200 fly, as Paul Cooper ’92 swept the
event, and Pete Champlin ’90 and
Aaron Hunter ’93 picked up second and
fifth places for Bates as well. The 50
free, another point grabbing event,
brought Jim Hennessey ’90 a win, and
drew third and fifth placers Jim Wilk ’93
and captain Chris Von Jako ’90 only
tenths of a second away from qualifying
for New Englands. Many other swim¬
mers had fine performances during this
meet.

“Tufts is in the top two or
three ranked teams in New
England, and we swam
very well against them.” —
Coach Mulholland
Bates gets head start in a recent meet with Tufts.

Among the fine racing, Junior Andy
Baker qualified for New Englands in the
1000, as did Senior Andy Evans in the
3m diving and Junior Joshua Ferguson
in the lm diving. Only tenths of a sec¬
ond off from qualifying, Tres Mahland

’92 (100 back) and Paul Roy ’93 (100
breast), hope to accomplish this goal in
the next meet.
With two more dual meets remaining,
Mulholland comments, “the focus is to
win the next two meets.” Beating Uni¬

**** SUMMER SCIENCE RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY ****
10-WEEK FELLOWSHIPS AT 16 COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
SPONSORED BY
THE NEW ENGLAND CONSORTIUM FOR UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCATION
FELLOWSHIPS AVAILABLE IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
LISTINGS AVAILABLE AT THE OCS, CHEMISTRY STOCK ROOM.
CARNEGIE RECEPTION DESK, AND 304 LANE HALL
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT 304 LANE HALL - DEADLINE FEBRUARY 12, 1990

Member Institutions:
Dartmouth College
Smith College

Amherst College
Harvard University
Trinity College

Bates College

Bowdoin College

College of the Holy Cross
Wellesley College

Brown University

Middlebury College

Wesleyan University

Williams College

Colby College
Mount Holyoke College
Yale University
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versity of Massachusetts, Boston, in
Boston this Saturday does not appear to
be a challenge, but, “We want a win
against Colby, our rival since the start of
the program. We have a legitimate
chance of beating them. Our focus is

winning the rest of the dual meet season,
while qualifying the rest of the team for
New Englands.” This weekend in Bos¬
ton, and next weekend at home against
Colby, the Bobcats will attempt to do
just that.□

Arts & Entertainment
Distance Between Photolabs
Is Around 800 Yards and 10,000 Dollars
by Isabel Roche
It’s safe to say that securing a photog¬
raphy professor at Bates will not be a
snap. Without doubt there is student in¬
terest and, without doubt, faculty inter¬
est as well. A semi-constructed dark¬
room facility in Olin needs only the goahead to be completed. There are people
who are more than willing to talk about
its potential completion. There aren’t,
however, any plans for action.
Adding a professor of photography to
the art department is not the major pri¬
ority of the college, nor should it be. The
college has many needs, many programs
to initiate. Yet the ever-increasing inter¬
est in photography on campus, and na¬
tionally, should not be ignored. Accord¬
ing to Chris Keller ’90, president of the
Bates Photo Clukfe' “Four vearsc'ago
there were only.five or. six members (of
the club), today' ibis-large organiza-'
tion. As a hobby, photography is un¬
doubtedly increasing in popularity.”
The college makes an important dis¬
tinction where there is vast difference
between photography as a hobby and as
part of the curriculum—as vast as the
space between the photo club darkroom
on the second floor of Chase Hall and
the half completed room in Olin.
It does not take a Bates education to
realize that the space in Olin could be
completed and used for the increasing
spacial needs of the club. Yefijbis is not
an issue. According to Carl Straub,
dean of the faculty, “(The Olin) space
was dedicated to the department of Stu¬
dio Art ... It was not space designed
for extra-curricular use . . . Photogra¬

phy is a legitimate art form. A curricu¬
lum in photography must be understood
as a set of courses in photography as an
art.” Keller has resigned himself to this,
saying, “They want a teacher to directly
supervise. ”
As to the question of when an instruc¬
tor will be hired, no one is able to be
specific. Said Dean Straub,. “I fully an¬
ticipate integrating photography into the
curriculum. It will not be next year, and

(The Olin) space was dedi¬
cated to the department of
Studio Art ... It was not
space designed for extra¬
curricular use . . .
_
—Carl Straub
!

»* $"

l am nqt sure how soon after.”
<
Stated.Straub, “Each departments^
cides what their greatest needs are for
the next academic year. It is a decision
that must be made by the art depart¬
ment. They must ask, ’Is this our pri¬
mary need.’ There is enormous student
interest in other studio courses, and we
are not able to provide enough sections
for those.”
Professor Donald Lent, chair of the
Art Department, said that he “usually
discusses the issue with Dean Straub
each year.” He noted that the greatest
student inquiries he receives are in the
areas of photography, sculpture and ar¬
chitecture. Although photography re¬
ceives the most inquiries, he is quick to
add that it “requires additional expendi¬
tures.” He estimates that it would prob¬

Potential darkroom now being used for storage space.
ably cost around $10,000 to outfit the
photolab with plumbing and equipment.
There lies the crux of the issue.
The bottom line, not surprisingly, is
financial. That line is a not straight One,
leaving room for loop-holes. Straub
briefly outlined the procedure—after
each department decides what their pri¬
orities are, then all of the departments
compete on a college wide level. Said he,
“We simply can’t meet all the demands
at this point. ’ ’
Lent agrees that the issue is money.
With three appointments to make in the
department this year, he is quick to add
that two of them are replacements, and
that the third is a temporary position.

Steve Peters photo.

“It depends fundamentally on money.
If I got a call from the president today,
and he said, ’Go ahead and appoint so¬
meone,’ I would. ’ ’
Dean Straub called photography, “a
unique 20th century art form,” saying
he was, “Sorry that we don’t have pho¬
tography as of this year.” Professor
Lent said, “There isn’t any resistance
on our.part. We don’t, as a department,
oppose it.” One can sense that they are
sincere. One can also sense how easy it
is to become bound in a large amount of
bureaucratic red-tape. It may be quite a
while before the reality of a photography
professor comes into focus. □

If I Can Make It There . . .
It’s a big red, round city by which for¬
eigners judge “The American Way.”
Frank sings about it . . . you know the
words and the place.
Late August I had just returned from
a year of studying and working in Paris,
The Land of Love and Nutella/banana
crepes. I was heading into the New York

Lauren Holden
for an interview.
Despite the fact that my roots take me
back to a tame seaside bedroom commu¬
nity of Boston and that at times I reek of
naivete, I felt self-assured with sophisti¬
cation after having survived a year in the
French capitol.
Unfortunately, the
French speak a different language.
10:00 a.m. On the train into Grand
Central, I sat down next to a middle
aged man. His blond ponytail con¬
trasted with the balding area on the top
of his head. Aside from that minor odd¬
ity, he seemed congenial enough. He
read The Sporting News and wore a pink
polo shirt. We nodded and exchanged
“excuse me”s and “thank-you . . . oh,
I’m sorry”s as the train rolled away
from the suburban platform. I occupied
myself with a book and enjoyed an un¬
eventful ride into the city.
10:30 The adventure began. As we
rolled into our final destination, I looked
up from my reading and noticed a beau¬
tiful pair of legs next to me. I seethed

with jealousy as I examined her tan,
toned, and smoothly shaven calves. She
wore pink tennis shoes with patterned
white socks. A mini skirt halted further
examination
of .mid-thigh.
I re¬
called having sat next to a man at the
beginning of my journey. I lifted my
head and the person WAS that man: a
middle aged, balding man wearing a
mini skirt and pink sneakers and who
had Martina Navratilova legs. He did
not blare Transvestite which made the
cognizance even more surreal.
10:35 I put my touch-me-and-I-killyour-mother look on, then strode
through swarms of commuters towards
the taxi stand. I stepped over several
people in boxes and ignored requests for
train fare and unique sexual experi¬
ences.
I emerged from the chaotic terminal
and began to sweat. The day-was hot. A
woman flailed her arm out the back of a
yellow cab as if to grab some cool air.
Instead, she hit a bike messenger in the
chest maneuvering through the bottle¬
neck. The two exchanged pleasantries,
most beginning with the letters F,A and
S; there was some talk of mothers as
well. In the New Yorker family unit, the
maternal member of plays an integral
role of importance in daily life. They
scream about her all of the time.
10:39 I flagged a cab and gave the
Hudson Street address to the driver. My
delivery was convincing until she
asked. . . . “Isn’t that somewhere near

Spring?” Clueless, I admitted my igno¬
rance and put my faith in the woman.
She seemed to like this and pursued a
conversation beyond avenue navigation.
In five minutes, she knew where I was
from, all about my family and my career
interests.
I noticed her cab permit and remarked
that 1 thought Juanita was a nice name.
She said I could call her Jennie; all her
friends did. She dove into details of her
involvement in Buddhism and her belief
that repetition of a particular chant
would promote the peace and salvation
of the planet. By the time we had left the
uptown avenues and approached my
downtown destination, the two of us
chanted in unison. My tongue was awk¬
ward with the unusual vowels.
Jennie-Juanita pulled in front of the
looming building and handed me an as¬
sortment of Buddhist literature. She
gave me her telephone number in case I
ran into trouble during my stay and
wished me luck with my interview. I
waved her goodbye and walked through
the large doors into a refrigerated lobby.
Rejuvenated by the cool air, I was opti¬
mistic as I mumbled the chant up in the
elevator.
12:00 p.m. I waved down another
cab after my interview. A male driver
this time. 1 told him to take me to the
IBM atrium where I had a date with a
friend. He didn’t speak English. I had
to write the cross section on his coffee
stained note pad. This man did not seem

to know any interesting chants or have
any interest in learning about my fam¬
ily. The midday traffic was nasty. I sat
back against the torn vinyl and sweat in
the heat of summer’s noon.
12:15 Claude and I sat and drank
iced coffee. I recounted my morning’s
escapades. He had trouble with the Bud¬
dhist vowel sounds as well. After a bit,
we were about to get up to leave. An old
man in a tweed jacket, alone on a bench,
was looking at me. I should have known
there was something odd about him; it
was ninety-seven degrees out and he was
wearing wool.
He yelled for me to leave immediately
and addressed me with words common
to the bike messenger and the woman in
the cab earlier that morning. He added
a few new ones too, including THAT
word. You know the one, you hate it
too, I’m sure of it. The spinning of re¬
volving doors and the up, down, up of
escalators and elevators continued with
busy people. Claude grabbed my arm
and quickly wound me out of the revolv¬
ing doors as people turned and won¬
dered what I had done.
1:15 We went td a fine art and foreign
bookstore. Madame Figaro had a feature
spread on American style. New York
was the sight of the shoot and looked
glamourous. The thin women parted
vermilion lips to expose perfect teeth, ec¬
static smiles. Life in America, i.e. NYC,
was delightful. I looked out of the front
■ SEE PAGE 18 FOR NYC
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Bates Modern Dancers
Join Forces With Freedman/Coleman Dance Company
by Lara Strong
The
Freedman/Coleman
Dance
Company performed in Schaeffer Thea¬
ter Saturday night, January 27 to a ca¬
pacity crowd. The crowd was enthusias¬
tic, and with good cause, for the dancers
led by Jim Freedman and Terese Col¬
eman dancers had tremendous energy.
Their work was exhilarating.
Terese Freedman, in particular, stood
out as a talented choreographer; her
pieces were innovative and exciting.
The first piece on the prografn was a
Freedman creation entitled “Course,”
done especially for the Bates College
dancers. The piece was fresh and enliv¬
ening. Dancers emerged from all cor¬
ners of the stage zipping by one another,
creating an intricate, perfectly woven
web of movement on the stage.
The Bates dancers were also excellent.
Executing their dance with energy and
precision, they were able to make the
strong visual statement demanded by
the choreography, and they easily cap¬
tured the audience’s attention. Even
more impressive was the fact that the
dancers had only been working on the
piece for two weeks.

Marcy Plavin, director of the Bates College Modern Dance Company, invited
them for a two week engagement, both
at Bates and at Bowdoin, after observing
them on the New England touring cir¬
cuit. Freedman worked primarily with
the Bates dancers and Coleman with the
Bowdoin dancers. Their first perform¬
ance was Friday night at Bowdoin Col¬
lege.
The highlight of the program was Col¬
eman and Freedman’s duet appropri¬
ately entitled “Surfacing.”—it was a
tour de force! The piece began with Col¬
eman and Freedman on the floor with
one leg and one arm extended., The
stage was dark except for a single light
illuminating their extended limbs. The
music was soft and peaceful; occasional
bird chirps and the music’s pitter-pattery rhythm evoked images of a tropical
rain forest.
Coleman and Freedman’s movements
were soft and fluid. But amidst the tran¬
quility there were hints of tension as the
dancers quiet, fluid movements gave
way to sharper, more aggressive ges¬
tures. Slowly the dance became more
frantic creating a mood of unrest, confu¬
sion, and even anger.

At the height of intensity the music
stopped. The energy level did not drop
off immediately, but without the driving
power of the music, tension dissipated.
Coleman’s sharp movements began to
relax. Freedman sank slowly to the
ground and curled into a ball.

amidst
the
tranquility
there were hints of tension
as the dancers quiet, fluid
movements gave way to
sharper, more aggressive
gestures.
Then the music came back in with a
renewed sense of calm. The dancers
were better able to cope with the ten¬
sions unearthed in the first half. There
was no longer a sense of frustration, but
rather a sense of understanding and re¬
assurance; they danced together and
touched, whereas before they thrashed
at one another or moved in isolated
space. The piece ended with them stand¬
ing, draped over one another. There
was a sense that they had surfaced from
some deep inner struggle.

The only lull in the evening’s pro¬
gram was the brief stint when the Bow¬
doin dancers were on stage. They made
a good effort, but their performance was
marred with incomplete movements and
a general lack of inspiration. The chore¬
ography had wonderful potential, but
the Bowdoin dancers simply did not
have sufficient skill to pull it off. It was
a shame for Jim Coleman since it was
the only piece on the program represen¬
tative of his choreography exclusively.
The final piece on the program was of
a lighter mood. Freedman and Col¬
eman kicked up to the sounds of Elvis.
“Heart Break Hotel,” “Love Me
Tender,” and “You Ain’t Nothing But
a Hound Dog” provided the framework
for a delightful exploration into the na¬
ture of male/female relationships. It was
the perfect piece to end the program.
The audience left with this good natured
fun.
Also worth noting was the top notch
job done by lighting designer, Jim Ca¬
sey. The lighting was subtle and unob¬
trusive providing just the right amounts
needed to show the pieces at their
best. □
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School Functions You Must Attend
Friday

Sunday

.

Frank Glazer Second Concert of Trilogies
Archie Shepp Plays This Apple
Friday night in the Chapel, you must attend the Archie Shepp
Quartet at 8:15. Because this is one of the big College Concert
Series functions, tickets are only S3. Shepp is one of the biggest
names in jazz today: He is a saxophonist playing with bassist
Herman Wright, drummer Steve McCraven, and pianis*
Walter Davis Jr.

Don’t let his second of the three concert series pass. World
renowned pianist Frank Glazer plays the trilogies of Hyden,
Beethoven, and Schubert. 4:00 in the Olin Concert Hall,
Admission is $3.

Tuesday

Violinist Noonday Concert
Miehaela Harkins ’92 and Frank Glazer play Brahms’ Sonar,
in G Major, Op. 78. 12:30 in Olin Concert Hall. Free.

Three Plays
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, the Robinson Players will
present one act plays. Three plays, program A, will take place
Saturday, Feb 10 at 8:00, Three plays, program B, will take
place tonight, Feb. .9 at 8:00 at Sunday, Feb. 11 at 2:00. The
plays are directed by students and one play in program B is
even written by our own Nancy Wagner ’92. Admission is $2
each and $3 for the set of both programs.

Thursday

window and watched as harried, hot,
and sticky inhabitants growled through
their routine.
2:30 I said goodbye to Claude and re¬
turned to Grand Central, beating the
late afternoon rush. On the train ride
out, I contemplated the four hours. No
one would believe this.
Six Months Later I’m heading back
to the northeast megalopolis, New York.
I’ve put aside my Parisian street eti¬
quette and adopted some new street
smarts. I do go to school in the second
largest city in Maine . . . that urban ex¬
perience should count for something.
Oh sure, I’ll still wield my touch-meand-I-kill-your-mother face, but I know
what to expect. In any case, Jennie-Juanita is on my side. □

Reading by Poet . . .
And Bates Faculty member Robert Chute of the Biologv
Department has several books published, the most recent
being When Grandmother Decides to Die. Free in Chase Lounge
ai 7:30 p.m.

Typing — Word Processing
errri Papers, Resumes,
Research papers, Reasonable
Rates, Pick-up & Delivery

783-6450
Desktop Services

Renaissance Film Schedule
And A Lambasting of Jan Svankmajer’s film, Alice
Last Saturday night, I had the plea¬
sure of viewing Jan Svankmajer’s film,
Alice. The film is an adaptation of Lewis
Carrol’s classic, Alice in Wonderland, but
Svankmajer approaches the story in a
very different way. The fantasy that ex¬
ists in the book, which gives the classic a
great deal of its flavor, is not used in the
film.
Our protagonist, Alice, finds herself
alone in her Czechoslovakian house with
nothing to do. Her first statement is, “If
you don’t close your eyes you won’t see
anything. ’ ’ Alice proceeds to slip into
some sort of dream, where she encoun¬
ters characters from Carrol’s book.
These characters appear in their ani¬
mated fashion, grotesque in their man¬
nerisms and actions. Apparently Svank¬
majer wanted me to see these characters
in this sort of light, in an effort to bring
out the underside of Carrol’s story, but
'I didn’t find it entertaining at all.
Maybe I should have closed my eyes
right then, as Alice recommended, and
snoozed for a while, because the film was

lethargic. In Alice’s dream we are
treated to a slow trek through the mun¬
dane. This world is not a barrage of ac¬
tion and adventure like the book. In¬
stead, it is a slow trudge through a deep
quagmire of surreal images that left me
eagerly anticipating the credits. Svank¬
majer has some interesting ideas about

Dan Boylan
animation and how to make the absurd
occasionally funny, but I felt that even
the interesting parts were stretched out
a bit too long.
There was one aspect of the evening
that I did enjoy. The short film Peel came
just before Svankmajer’s Alice. Jane
Campion, who made the film while still
in Australian film and T.V school in
1986, has a wonderful way of showing
normal events of life in funny, quirky
way. A goofy Australian family fights
about littering orange peel’s on the
road. They find out just how absurd and
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whacked out such simple matters can
get. The parting shot leaves the husband
and wife not speaking with each other
and the raucous son jumping up and
down on top of the family car—a huge,
late sixties, junk heap. Wild and funny
within 15 minutes!
Now that I have essentially trashed
their first film of the semester, let me tell
you about the group that gave this pre¬
sentation, The Renaissance Film Soci¬
ety. Started some years ago as a splinter
group of the Bates Film Board, Renais¬
sance Film was organized to bring less
mainstream pictures to Bates. To this
day the group is still committed to vin¬
tage films, independents, and cult pic¬
tures.
This year Renaissance film is headed
by Sonja Hyde ’91, and has a strong line
up of films for the rest of the semester.
More short films will be shown by award
winning Australian Jane Campion, pro¬
ducing a complete series of Campion’s
films for the semester.
Other films for the semester include

Lizzy Borden’s (ahhh!!!) independent
film, Born in Flames, scheduled to coin¬
cide with International women’s week:
March 8-13th with Jane Champion’s A
Girls Own Story. April 6th-8th, a foreign
film, Insignificance will be shown with
Jane Champion’s Passionless Moments. □
So, that’s the story on The Renais¬
sance Film Society and all of the cellu¬
loid action for the rest of the semester.
Look out for any films on the campus,
but remember what old Alice said, “The
real action doesn’t start until you close
your eyes.”D
BEST FUND RAISER ON CAMPUS!
Is your club or student organizaiion interested
in earning $1,000 + for a one week marketing
project on campus? You must be well
organized

and hard

working.

Call Cheryl or Bode at (800) 592-2121

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR
FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

Home Always - Since 1933

OXFORD

THE GOOSE

Several colleges of Oxford University have Invited The
Washington International Studies Council to recommend
qualified students to study for one year or for one or two
terms. Lower Junior status Is required, and graduate study
Is available. Students are directly enrolled In their colleges
and receive transcripts from their Oxford college; this Is NOT
a program conducted by a U.S. College In Oxford. 3.2
minimum Index In major required.
An alternative program which Is sponsored by a U.S.
University Is available for students with minimum Indexes of
2.7. Students will have social and athletic rights In an Oxford
college and the fees are substantially less.

69 Sabattus St., Lewiston

A Bates Tradition

INTERN IN WASHINGTON, LONDON
WISC offers summer Internships with Congress, with the
White House, with the media and with think tanks.
Government and Journalism courses are taught by seniorlevel government officials, who are also scholars, and by
experienced Journalists. Similar opportunities In public
policy internships are offered (with academic credit) In
London (Fall, Spring and Summer).
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Are you denying
yourself
a better shot
at grad school?

“MONDAY: 2 for 1 NIGHT"

Private Hourly

Hours

Hot Tub & Sauna Rentals

Mon.-Thur. 5 pm - 10 pm

Music, Towels, Soap

Fri. 5 pm - 12 pm

Provided
Sat.-Sun 12 pm - 12 pm

Relax & Unwind

Prices

Soda & Juice Available
or

Hot Tub

Bring your own Beverage
Inside or Outside Hot Tubs
Gift Certificates Available

Reservations Recommended

2 persons/hr. 17.00
1856 Hotel Road
Auburn, ME
Towards LA Airport

1 person/hr. 12.00
Sauna
5.00/hr per person

Okay, it may be too late to get
a 4.0. But its not too late to try to
do better on your LSAT, GMAT,
GRE, or MCAT. For that, there's
Stanley H. Kaplan.
No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H. Kaplan.
Our test-taking techniques and
educational programs have
prepared over 1 million
students.
So whatever grad school
exam you're taking, call us.
Remember, the person next to
you during your exam probably
took a Kaplan course.

Call Anytime (207) 783-0004

Good News For
Anyone Who
Has One Of These.
The good news is you can lower
your major risk factors for heart
disease. And the best news is that
Americans have done just that.
You've quit smoking, balanced
your diet and watched your blood
pressure.
In fact, since 1977 death rates
from heart attack have gone down
by 30.9%. Death rates from stroke
have gone down 37.3%. So keep
up the good work. And we’ll keep
on working to support the
scientific breakthroughs and
medical innovations that help us
all make progress against
Americas number one killer.
To learn about reducing your
risk, contact your local American
Heart Association.

Your Life Is In Your Hands.

I KAPLAN
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CBSTB! IID.

DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT—BE ONE

Prepare now - score later!
1-800-332-TEST

Pass along
AN HEIRLOOM MORE
VALUABLE THAN GOLD.

Life.

When you make a be¬
quest to the American
Heart Association, you’re
passing along a precious
legacy. The gift of life.
That’s because your contri¬
bution supports research
that could save your de¬
scendants from America’s
number one killer.
To learn more about the
Planned Giving Program,
call us today. It’s the first
step in making a memory
that lasts beyond a lifetime.

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIAL PROGRAM®

American Heart
Association
This space provided as a public service.

American Heart
Association l|Jr
This space provided as a public service.

Jobs
in Alaska
HIRING
Men - Women • Summer/

Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING,
LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION
up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board. CALL NOW! Call refundable.

1 -206-736-0775, Ext._
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Reported by

Katherine Reisz

What Do You Think About the
Recent Events in the Eastern
Block Countries?

Liz Rynecki ’91 “I think that it’s good
that they’re fighting for democracy, but.
I think that it presents a problem be¬
cause it is reinforcing that capitalism is
the only way. Capitalism may work, but
it also has problems because it has big
institutional structures. These structures
^cause stratification which is harmful.”

Connie Chaplan ’90 “It’s hard to
trust the American media. I feel there’s
an American bias in what’s been por¬
trayed. It is exciting. There is huge
global changes occurring that need to be
examined from a variety of perspec¬
tives. ’-’

Michael Oberst ’91 “I think it’s great.
I think it’s a great time for the Eastern
Europe countries to be formulating these
new ideas about freedom, especially in
light of the fact that Europe is scheduled
to be unifying in 1992. Because of all
this it makes Europe safer.”

Photographs by

Steve Peters

Dinesh Kaushal ’92 “Yes, I think it
was inevitable that these events would
occur. I’m concerned about the long
term stability of Eastern Europe I be¬
lieve the only long run solution is for
Eastern Europe to revert to capitalism.”

1990-1991 EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Send o letter of interest
explaining your qualifications to:
Katherine Reisz, Box 583.
Deadline: Friday March 2, 1990

Youre smart
enough to know
the difference #
between perestroika
and dasnost.

There’s only
one way to
come out ahead
of the pack.

And you’re
still smoking?
| American Heart
Association
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Y)ure smart
enough to write
about AliceWalker’s
use ofAfrican

